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How Mobile Homes Correlate With Per 
Capita Income 
Randall K. Johnson* 
This study explores the nature of the relationship between the 
number of state-regulated mobile homes and per capita income, so as 
to determine whether higher-income parts of Illinois have more mobile 
homes than would be predicted by a recent BBC News article. It does 
so by identifying a simple way to determine the direction and strength 
of any relationship between mobile homes and per capita income, 
which that article assumes to be negative, if only at the county level in 
Illinois. The study, specifically, collects and analyzes mobile home 
data from Illinois and per capita income data from the U.S. Census. 
After combining these data, then using correlation coefficients, it finds 
a positive relationship—albeit with different intensities, based on 
whether the proxy for mobile homes in each county is the number of 
mobile home spaces or the number of mobile home parks in 2017. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Do lower-income parts of the U.S. have more mobile homes than higher-
income ones? One might think so, based on a 2013 report from BBC News.1 This 
report found that “comparing the top 10 mobile home states with the 10 most 
deprived states suggests a loose correlation,”2 although it does not provide a way 
of substantiating such a claim at the sub-state level. As a result, more research is 
needed to find out if and how mobile homes correlate with per capita income: 
especially as affordable housing has become an even more pressing issue in the 
wake of COVID-19.3 
My study carries out some of this follow-up work by creating, and later 
analyzing, a new State of Illinois dataset. It does so by drawing upon information 
about the 853 licensed mobile home parks and 53,291 licensed mobile home 
spaces that were hosted by 94 of Illinois’s 102 counties.4 This study, then, 
matches mobile home data from Fiscal Year 2017 with relevant U.S. Census 
information.5 It concludes by determining whether and how the number of 
mobile homes in each county correlates with the per capita incomes in that area. 
Such a study may yield valuable insights into where mobile homes are 
located at the county-level and, potentially, into why Illinois residents choose 
 
 1. See Tom Geoghegan, Why Do So Many Americans Live In Mobile Homes?, BBC NEWS, 
WEST VIRGINIA (Sep. 24, 2013), https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-24135022 
[https://perma.cc/A8MB-MDPK]. 
 2.  Geoghegan, supra note 1. 
 3.  See infra Appendix at Tables 4 and 5; See generally Jill Watts, As Coronavirus Magnifies 
America’s Housing Crisis, FDR’s New Deal Could Offer a Roadmap Forward, TIME MAGAZINE (Apr. 
24, 2020), https://time.com/5826392/coronavirus-housing-
history/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=history&utm_content=20200
501&xid=newsletter-history (The national emergency and consequent economic crisis triggered by 
COVID-19 has exposed one of America’s greatest needs: adequate and safe housing.”). 
 4. Counties are an appropriate unit of analysis because this local level of government is present 
in every U.S. state. See, e.g., DAVID KENNEY & BARBARA L. BROWN, BASIC ILLINOIS GOVERNMENT: 
A SYSTEMATIC EXPLANATION 143-45 (3rd ed. 1993). As such, counties are especially useful for fully 
examining the relationship between mobile homes and per capita income within and among U.S. states. 
 5.  See State of Illinois, Department of Public Health, Response To Freedom Of Information 
Act Request (Jan. 10, 2019) (“This email is in response to your recent Freedom of Information Act 
request for location information and number of spaces available for every licensed manufacturing home 
community.”); See County of Cook, Department of Public Health, Response To Freedom Of 
Information Act Request (Feb. 27, 2019) (“Please see attached letter in response to your FOIA request.”); 
See David Lee Matthews, Plan Would Almost Triple Units In City’s Only Mobile-Home Park, CRAIN’S 
CHICAGO BUSINESS, (Apr. 9, 2014), 
https://www.chicagobusiness.com/article/20140409/CRED03/140409750/marc-realty-wants-to-triple-
units-at-chicago-s-only-mobile-home-park [https://perma.cc/V8HF-KRXR] (“Marc Realty LLC seeks 
a zoning change that would allow it to nearly triple the number of units at the City’s only mobile home-
park . . . to 747 units, from its current 190, according to its zoning application with the city.”); See United 
States Census Bureau, B19013 Median Household Income In The Past 12 Months (In 2017 Inflation-
Adjusted Dollars) [https://perma.cc/5DE4-ENY4]; See 2017 American Community Survey 5-Year 
Estimates, AMERICAN COMMUNITY SURVEY (Dec. 6, 2018) [https://perma.cc/7UFJ-YWW5]; See 
United States Census Bureau, 2017 Data Release: New And Notable, 
https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/news/data-releases/2017/release.html. 
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this type of affordable housing over other competing alternatives.6 The study 
could prove to be even more useful if it yields valid and reproducible results.7 A 
simple way to achieve such results may be to use correlation coefficients.8 
My study, therefore, is justified in using correlation coefficients. By 
definition, correlation coefficients are a simplified statistical approach that 
determines the direction and strength of the relationship between variables.9 The 
simplified approach works by showing whether and how the number of licensed 
 
 6.  Cf. Randall K. Johnson, Uniform Enforcement or Personalized Law? A Preliminary 
Analysis of Parking Ticket Appeals in Chicago, 93 IND. L.J. SUPP. 34, 43 (2018) (“Although this Article 
does not try to establish if any observed differences are statistically-significant, which is a valid way of 
determining how much confidence may be placed in a given research finding, it could serve as a point 
of departure for future work that does so using regression.”). 
 7.  Id. 
 8.  Some of my past work with simplified approaches has inspired follow-up research, which 
uses regression analysis to look at the residential property tax appeals process in the City of Chicago and 
Cook County as a whole. Compare Randall K. Johnson, Who Wins Residential Property Tax Appeals?, 
6 COLUM. J. OF TAX L. 209 (2015) (applying percentage analysis to determine who wins residential 
property tax appeals in Cook County) with Robert Ross, The Impact Of Property Tax Appeals On 
Vertical Equity In Cook County, IL, U. Chi. Harris Pub. Pol’y (Unpublished Manuscript, 2017), 
http://apps.chicagotribune.com/news/watchdog/cook-countyproperty-tax-divide/data/harris-study.pdf 
[https://perma.cc/U8W6-RH7Y] (applying regression analysis to determine who wins residential 
property tax appeals in Cook County). This follow-up work has garnered attention from local, state, 
national, and international publications, and substantiated my preliminary research findings about 
residential property tax appeals in Cook County. See, e.g., Jason Grotto & Sandhya Kambhampati, The 
Tax Divide: Commercial Breakdown, CHICAGO TRIBUNE, Dec. 7, 2017, 
http://apps.chicagotribune.com/news/watchdog/cook-county-property-tax-divide/index.html 
[https://perma.cc/UL8M-FW2W] (“Owners of residential properties, as a group, also ended up paying 
more in property taxes than they would have if the assessor’s office had done its work properly. The 
total amount of property taxes levied in a given year is fixed, so if one group of property owners doesn’t 
pay its fair share, others have to make up the difference.”). My past work on parking tickets, and parking 
ticket appeals, has also inspired a host of follow-up research in Chicago that adopts my methodological 
approach. Compare Johnson, supra note 6 (using percentage analysis to find out how parking tickets 
and other related matters are distributed by zip code in Chicago) with Woodstock Institute, The Debt 
Spiral: How Chicago’s Vehicle Ticketing Practices Unfairly Burden Low-Income and Minority 
Communities (Unpublished Manuscript, Jun. 21, 2018), http://woodstockinst.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/06/The-Debt-Spiral-How-Chicagos-Vehicle-Ticketing-PracticesUnfairly-
Burden-Low-Income-and-Minority-Communities-June-2018.pdf [https://perma.cc/28WW-RVPR] 
(using percentage analysis to examine parking tickets, and other related matters are distributed in 
Chicago). This other follow-up work has garnered attention from local, state, national, and international 
publications, and substantiated my preliminary research findings about parking tickets, parking ticket 
appeals, and win rates on appeal in Chicago. See, e.g., Melissa Sanchez & Sandhya Kambhampati, How 
Chicago Ticket Debt Sends Black Motorists into Bankruptcy, PROPUBLICA ILLINOIS (Feb. 27, 2018), 
https://features.propublica.org/driven-into-debt/Chicago-ticket-debt-bankruptcy/ 
[https://perma.cc/G8A8-TJ8N] (describing how excessive ticketing has especially severe consequences 
for disadvantaged groups in the State of Illinois). 
 9.  Correlation coefficients are “a statistical method of quantifying the association . . . between 
two variables.” Marcin Kozak, Wojtek Krzanowski & Malgorzata Tartanus, Use of Correlation 
Coefficient In Agricultural Sciences: Problems, Pitfalls And How To Deal With Them, 84 ANNALS 
BRAZILIAN ACAD. SCI. 1147 (2012). This study uses Microsoft Excel’s correlation function (CORREL) 
to create correlation coefficients that help to identify the nature of any relationship between mobile 
homes and per capita income in Illinois during Fiscal Year 2017. See, e.g., CORREL Function, 
MICROSOFT (last visited May 2, 2020) https://support.office.com/en-us/article/correl-function-
995dcef7-0c0a-4bed-a3fb-239d7b68ca92 [https://perma.cc/2ZQE-YJ3N]. 
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mobile homes and per capita income are related at the county level in Illinois: at 
least for 94 of the 102 Illinois counties during Fiscal Year 2017.10 
Within this context, the study proceeds in four additional parts (Parts I-III). 
Part I contains this study’s positive analysis. Part II describes its methodological 
approach. Part III contains this study’s normative analysis, which builds upon a 
finding that mobile homes may be positively and relatively weakly correlated 
with per capita income in Illinois counties. Part V is this study’s conclusion, 
which summarizes its key findings and recommendations. 
I. 
POSITIVE ANALYSIS 
Mobile homes, which are a historically overlooked form of U.S. housing 
tenure, have become an increasingly popular way for governments to provide 
affordable housing.11 In recent years, mobile homes have been used by federal, 
state, and local governments to offset the unintended consequences of economic 
development.12 Non-governmental actors, including legal scholars and some 
newspaper reporters, nonetheless assume mobile homes have a negative 
relationship to economic development measures.13 This commonly-held 
assumption, despite not being put to the test in detailed case studies, has been 
accepted as true by many U.S. statutory, administrative, and decisional laws.14 
For example, the Illinois General Assembly enacted its original Mobile 
Home Park Act, the state’s primary means of conveying indirect affordable 
housing subsidies to certain low-income areas.15 Other sources of law, such as 
Section 860.400 of the Manufactured Home Community Code, were added later 
 
 10. Correlation coefficients also are used for three additional reasons. First, this simplified 
statistical approach is widely viewed as a valid way to establish the direction and strength of a 
relationship. Second, correlations are also easy to verify using Microsoft Excel. Lastly, this simplified 
statistical approach may lay a solid foundation for future research that looks at mobile homes and per 
capita income. Cf. Randall K. Johnson, How Tax Increment Financing (TIF) Districts Correlate with 
Taxable Properties, 34 N. ILL. U. L. REV. 39, 41 n.19 (2013). 
 11. See Jeff Andrews, Can Manufactured Housing Ease America’s Affordable Housing Crisis?, 
CURBED (Mar. 2, 2018), https://www.curbed.com/2018/3/2/17058882/mobile-manufactured-homes-
affordable-housing-crisis [https://perma.cc/3XXT-4GS3] (“[Fannie Mae] . . . will purchase around 
30,000 manufactured housing mortgage loans over [the three years between December 2016 and 2019, 
it] . . . will also develop a pilot program for buying chattel loans and for supporting the financing of 
manufactured housing communities, whether owned by governments, nonprofits, or residents.”). 
 12.  See, e.g., Will Ferguson, Los Angeles County Supervisors OK “County Mobile Home 
Program” To Put Affordable Homes Within Reach Of The Homeless, MANUFACTUREDHOMES.COM 
(May 17, 2019), https://www.manufacturedhomes.com/blog/los-angeles-county-mobile-home-
program/ [https://perma.cc/9RRD-F8EW] (“The Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors has recently 
unanimously approved a motion to pursue a plan, calling it the County Mobile Home Program, that 
would utilize manufactured homes to address the affordable housing crisis.”). 
 13.  See, e.g., Geoghegan, supra note 1. 
 14.  See generally Manufactured & Modular Homes/Mobile Structures, ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT 
OF PUBLIC HEALTH (IDPH) (2001), http://dph.illinois.gov/topics-services/environmental-health-
protection/manufactured-modular-homes-mobile-structures [https://perma.cc/832J-QRPZ]. 
 15. See generally 210 ILCS 115; Public Act 77-1472. 
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to provide additional benefits and protections.16 When viewed as a whole, this 
body of law is intended to create and protect this frequently-overlooked form of 
affordable housing, mostly by limiting informational failures through mandatory 
legal disclosures, especially in less economically-dynamic parts of Illinois.17 
Unfortunately, few scholars and reporters bother to examine whether this 
state-level regulation actually lives up to its promise.18 Instead, one category of 
scholarship looks at the lived experience of mobile home residents.19 Other 
works examine the total cost of acquiring and maintaining a mobile home.20 A 
third category of scholarship describes the function of mobile homes in the U.S.21 
As a result, the existing literature on mobile homes still does not answer a 
basic question: How does the number of mobile homes correlate with traditional 
measures of economic development such as per capita income?22 This question 
is important because it avoids the difficult issue of causation, especially if it is 
narrowly-framed in terms of a single measure, while yielding insight into the 
nature of any relationship between the number of mobile homes in an area and 
local economic dynamism.23 My study thus asks and answers this open research 
question, at least for 94 of the 102 Illinois counties during Fiscal Year 2017.24 
This study does so by creating and using a new Illinois dataset, which 
makes three contributions to the mobile home literature. First, it identifies every 
licensed mobile home in Illinois and matches each with the per capita income of 
its host jurisdiction (i.e., county area).25 Second, this study uses these data to 
 
 16. See generally 77 Ill. Admin. Code 860.400, Required Documents (requiring owners of 
mobile home communities to give new owners, and new renters, the following information: “a copy of 
the manufactured home community rules,” “a copy of the . . . publication ‘Living in a Manufactured 
Home Community,’” “[access to] . . . a copy of the Mobile Home Park Act and the Manufactured Home 
Community Code” and “the name address, and telephone number of the manufactured home community 
manager whom residents are to notify of a problem within the manufactured home community.”). 
 17. See IDPH, supra note 14 (“To ensure quality living conditions for people who reside in 
manufactured home communities, IDPH licenses all parks with 5 or more sites (except those located in 
home rule units). Staff inspects each park annually for license renewal, at which time they check the 
water supply sewage disposal system, electrical system, lighting, road conditions, spacing of homes and 
garbage disposal.”). 
 18. See, e.g., David Ray Papke, Keeping The Underclass In Its Place: Zoning, The Poor, And 
Residential Segregation, 41 URB. LAW. 787 (2009). 
 19. See, e.g., Esther Sullivan, Dignity Takings and “Trailer Trash”: The Case of Mobile Home 
Park Mass Evictions, 92 CHI-KENT. L. REV. 937 (2017). 
 20. See, e.g., Anika Singh Lemar, The Role of States in Liberalizing Land Use Regulations, 97 
N. C. L. REV. 293 (2017). 
 21. See, e.g., Soham Dhesi, Protecting Mobile Homes as Affordable Housing, UCLA. L. REV. 
Seminar (2018), https://www.uclalawreview.org/protecting-mobile-homes-as-affordable-housing 
[https://perma.cc/CAW6-K4M7]. 
 22. See infra Appendix at Tables 4 and 5. 
 23. For example, in keeping with a passage from a popular statistics textbook, “[i]f the two 
variables are associated, we will reduce our errors when our predictions about one of the variables are 
based on the knowledge of the other.” JOSEPH F. HEALEY, STATISTICS: A TOOL FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH 
341 (6th ed. 2002). 
 24. See infra Appendix at Table 1. 
 25. See infra Appendix at Tables 4 and 5. 
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determine which Illinois county areas had the most licensed mobile homes and 
highest per capita incomes.26 Lastly, it analyzes these data using correlation 
coefficients, to find out if Illinois county areas with higher per capita incomes 
also had larger numbers of licensed mobile homes in Fiscal Year 2017.27 
II. 
METHODOLOGY 
This study creates and analyzes a new Illinois dataset, in order to determine 
how the number of state-licensed mobile homes correlate with per capita 
incomes at the county level.28 All mobile home data were collected by the State 
of Illinois, and sub-state entities such as Cook County and the City of Chicago,29 
whereas the per capita income data comes from the U.S. Census’s American 
Community Survey.30 Both datasets were later subjected to validity checks.31 
These two data sources, subsequently, were combined and used to compute 
group-level averages by county location.32 These group-level averages are used 
later to create baselines for the full population of Illinois counties.33 These 
baselines, in turn, are used to determine whether each of the sample has been 
drawn from the same population and may fall along a normal distribution.34 
This study later uses these data to make a series of findings based upon its 
interpretation of correlation coefficients. Correlation coefficients are used for at 
least three practical reasons. First, this approach provides a way to examine the 
relationship between the number of licensed mobile homes and per capita 
incomes, assuming that these two variables are useful proxies.35 Second, the use 
of correlation coefficients allows for meaningful comparisons to be made 
between counties of different sizes.36 Lastly, it complements previous studies by 
finding out whether and how mobile homes correlate with per capita income in 
a single U.S. state (Illinois), using standard units (counties) and in a recent year 
(2017).37 
I note, however, that this study’s findings will not be accurate if it fails to 
account for selection effects, omitted variables and other methodological 
 
 26. Id. 
 27. Id. 
 28. See infra Appendix at Tables 4 and 5. 
 29. See State of Illinois, supra note 5; See County of Cook, supra note 5; See Matthews, supra 
note 5. 
 30. See U.S. Census, supra note 5. 
 31. This validity testing included “spot testing” for each data source. 
 32. See infra Appendix at Table 3. 
 33. Id. 
 34.  See James Chen, Normal Distribution, Investopedia (May 7, 2019) (“Normal distribution, 
also known as the Gaussian distribution, is a probability distribution that is symmetric about the mean, 
showing that data near the mean are more frequent in occurrence than data far from the mean.”). 
 35. Cf. Johnson, supra note 10. 
 36. Kenney, supra note 4. 
 37. See Geoghegan, supra note 1. 
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issues.38 This study directly addresses each issue.39 It accounts for selection 
effects by testing only those Illinois counties with a state-regulated mobile home 
parking space, as these geographic areas are a part of the same Illinois economy 
and experience similar economic conditions over time.40 The study also deals 
with omitted variables by testing these counties, individually and in groups, in 
order to determine if there are real differences between similarly-situated areas.41 
Other issues, like reverse causation, are limited by using correlation coefficients 
to carry out this very modest study of how mobile homes correlate with per capita 
income in 94 of the 102 counties in Illinois.42 
These methodological safeguards, if properly employed in this study, help 
to overcome a range of theoretical and practical issues.43 The study, thus, asks 
and answers a single research question: how does the number of licensed mobile 
homes correlate with per capita income?44 I answer this question by finding out, 
at least during Fiscal Year 2017, whether the Illinois counties with the highest 
per capita incomes also had the highest numbers of licensed mobile homes.45 
III. 
NORMATIVE ANALYSIS 
To summarize, this study draws on mobile home data and per capita income 
information from the most recent American Community Survey.46 These sources 
of information are then combined and analyzed to determine the nature of any 
relationship between the number of licensed mobile homes and per capita 
income.47 The expectation, at least based on the findings from a 2013 BBC News 
article, is that mobile homes are negatively correlated with per capita income. 
The use of correlation coefficients requires this study to rank each county 
by number of licensed mobile home spaces and per capita income.48 Higher 
numbers are equated with higher rankings, whereas lower numbers are equated 
with lower rankings.49 In cases where the starting point is zero (0) licensed 
mobile home spaces, then that county will be excluded from the population.50 
 
 38. See, e.g., John Antonakis, Samuel Bendahan, Philippe Jacquart & Rafael Lalive, On Making 
Causal Claims: A Review and Recommendations, 21 LEADERSHIP Q. 1086 (2010). 
 39. Cf. Johnson, supra note 10. 
 40. See infra Appendix at Tables 2 and 3. 
 41. Id. 
 42. Cf. Johnson, supra note 10. 
 43. Id. 
 44. See infra Appendix at Tables 4 and 5. 
 45. Id. 
 46. See State of Illinois, supra note 5; See County of Cook, supra note 5; See Matthews, supra 
note 5; See U.S. Census, supra note 5. 
 47. See infra Appendix at Tables 4 and 5. 
 48. See infra Appendix at Table 4. 
 49. Cf. Johnson, supra note 10. 
 50. Id. 
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As a result, this study is able to explain the relationship between the number 
of licensed mobile home spaces and per capita incomes.51 Generally speaking, a 
zero (0) result implies that there is no relationship between two variables, 0.01 
to 0.29 (or -0.01 to -0.29) is a weak relationship, 0.30 to 0.49 (-0.30 to -0.49) is 
a weak-to-moderate relationship, 0.50 to 0.69 (or -0.50 to -0.69) is a moderate-
to-strong relationship, 0.70 to 0.99 (or -0.70 to -0.99) is a strong relationship and 
1 (or -1) is a perfectly-linear relationship. This scale may be used to find out if 
and how mobile home spaces correlate with per capita income, at least in 94 of 
102 Illinois counties during the study period (i.e., during Fiscal Year 2017), 
which is important because the lack of viable affordable housing options across 
state space has become an even more pressing issue in the wake of COVID-19.52 
The initial results of this analysis are as follows, at least in Fiscal Year 
2017. There is a positive and weak-to-moderate relationship between the number 
of licensed mobile home spaces and per capita income (.35).53 Since this result 
is likely to be statistically significant,54 due to its probability values, it may 
support a claim that these variables could move together in Fiscal Year 2017.55 
This study thus concludes that recent BBC News findings about how mobile 
homes correlate with per capita income may not be true (i.e., these variables are 
not negatively related, as is also assumed by many non-governmental actors).56 
This result does not mean that the number of licensed mobile home spaces 
are always positively and weakly-to-moderately correlated with per capita 
incomes. Rather, it merely indicates that scholars need to do additional work. 
One approach may consist of finding out if the number of licensed mobile homes 
correlate with per capital income when using different proxies.57 A second option 
involves determining if these two variables are correlated in other geographic 
areas.58 A third approach involves finding out if any other empirical approaches 
 
 51. See infra Appendix at Table 4. 
 52. See generally Deborah J. Rumsey, How to Interpret a Correlation Coefficient r, STATISTICS 
FOR DUMMIES, 2nd Edition (June 2016), https://www.dummies.com/education/math/statistics/how-to-
interpret-a-correlation-coefficient-r/ [https://perma.cc/6V83-NLHH]; See U.S. Census Bureau, supra 
note 5. Fiscal Year 2017 is our focus because it is the last year that per capita income data is provided 
by the U.S. Census; See generally Watts, supra note 3. 
 53. See infra Appendix at Table 4. 
 54. Statistical significance may be determined through the use of probability values, which are 
computed at the 0.05 level and at the 0.10 level. See, e.g., Daniel Soper, Statistics Calculators, 
https://www.danielsoper.com/statcalc/related.aspx?id=44 [https://perma.cc/2YSD-2H4E] (last visited 
May 2, 2020). Probability values cannot exceed 0.05 for one-tailed probability values or 0.10 for two-
tailed probability values, in order to be considered statistically significant. The initial result had 
probability values of 0.000272 (one-tailed test) and 0.000544 (two-tailed test), so it can be considered 
statistically significant. 
 55. Parameters for probability value computations draw on correlation values (+0.35) and 
sample sizes (94). 
 56. Cf. Geoghegan, supra note 1. 
 57. Id. 
 58. Id. 
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yield similar results.59 In any event, more research is needed to determine the 
direction and strength of any relationship between these variables in Illinois.60 
In employing the first option, this study seeks to further interrogate its sole 
research question. Specifically, the goal is to further establish whether and how 
mobile homes may correlate with per capita income by substituting the “licensed 
mobile homes” proxy variable with the “licensed mobile home parks” proxy 
variable. The study period (Fiscal Year 2017) and unit of analysis (94 counties 
with a mobile home and/or mobile home park) are the same for the initial and 
the secondary analysis (i.e., for mobile homes and for mobile home parks). 
Within this context, my follow-up research yields a weaker but similarly-
positive result (.21).61 As this result is likely to be statistically significant,62 due 
to its probability values, it also supports the claim that these variables may move 
in the same direction (albeit with different levels of intensity based upon the 
proxy used).63 Thus, the study concludes that recent BBC News findings may not 
be true for either proxy during the study period (i.e., during Fiscal Year 2017).64 
These initial and secondary results indicate that higher-income counties 
may have higher numbers of mobile homes, and higher numbers of mobile home 
parks, than would be predicted. If these findings prove to be true, then 
contemporary views of where mobile homes are located may not hold up under 
scrutiny. Thus, more research will be needed on Illinois and other U.S. states. 
Other normative implications of such a finding are equally straightforward. 
For example, Illinois should determine why some residents of higher-income 
counties choose to live in mobile homes instead of other types of affordable 
housing such as limited equity cooperatives.65 Illinois should also try to identify 
the key reasons why higher-income counties have a higher number of mobile 
homes than would have been predicted.66 Lastly, Illinois should find out whether 
 
 59. Id. 
 60. Id. 
 61. See infra Appendix at Table 5. 
 62. The initial result had probability values of 0.021102 (one-tailed test) and 0.042205 (two-
tailed test). Thus, only modest conclusions may be drawn about the relationship between these variables. 
These conclusions are that there is some evidence that the null hypothesis in this study cannot be 
accepted (i.e., that there is some relationship between the number of mobile homes and per capita 
income). 
 63. Parameters for probability value computations draw on correlation values (+0.21) and 
sample sizes (94). 
 64. Compare infra Appendix at Tables 4 and 5 with Geoghegan, supra note 1. 
 65. See generally Julie D. Lawton, Limited Equity Cooperatives: The Non-Economic Value of 
Homeownership, 43 WASH. U. J. L. & POL’Y 187, 207 (2014) (“A limited equity cooperative restricts 
the amount of equity appreciation, or the resale price above the owner’s purchase price, that the 
cooperative owners may obtain upon resale of the cooperative share . . . The over-arching intended 
benefit of an LEC is to preserve the property’s affordability by ensuring the cooperative share price does 
not increase to a level unaffordable to future low- and moderate-income buyers [that want to buy in].”). 
 66. See generally Alana Semuels, The Case for Trailer Parks, THE 
ATLANTIC, (Oct. 24, 2014), https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/10/the-case-for-trailer-
parks/381808 [https://perma.cc/9JSL-44VH]. 
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non-economic considerations created a substitution effect with respect to 
affordable housing and if it has a disparate impact by race or ethnicity. Among 
the state-level policies that could explain such impacts are the salience of mobile 
homes as an affordable housing option, the preferential tax treatment that mobile 
homes historically received67 and the current ban on local rent control.68 
CONCLUSION 
This study looks at the nature of the relationship between the number of 
state-regulated mobile homes and per capita income, so as to determine whether 
higher-income parts of Illinois have more mobile homes than would be predicted 
by a recent BBC News article. It does so by identifying a simple way to determine 
the direction and strength of the relationship between mobile homes and per 
capita income, correlation coefficients, which my study uses to show that this 
relationship is positive and relatively weak in 2017. However, more research is 





















 67. Cf. Frank Mulholland, Property Tax Code on Mobile and Manufactured Homes Changed, 
SHELBYVILLE DAILY UNION, (Jan. 12, 2011), https://www.shelbyvilledailyunion.com/news/property-
tax-code-on-mobile-and-manufactured-homes-changed/article_a9ddc740-af68-531c-aa1b-
10f1a14a9aae.html [https://perma.cc/9KM2-KH2Q] (“Public Act 96-1477 . . . went into effect on 
January 1, 2011 and changes the tax code on mobile and manufactured homes . . . [because] . . . people 
in [conventional residential properties and mobile homes] . . . use the same services and yet . . . mobile 
home and manufactured homes paid much less taxes.”). 
 68. See Wendy Plotkin, Rent Control in Chicago After World War II: Politics, People & 
Controversy (1998), http://wbhsi.net/~wendyplotkin/Prologue.pdf [https://perma.cc/S3FE-2396]. 
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APPENDIX 
Table 1. Aggregate-Level Data: Licensed Mobile Home Parking Spaces69 
 
Name Address City State Zip County Spaces 




MENDON IL 62351 ADAMS 4 
HONEY CREEK MHC 
NORTH 1810th 
AVENUE 
PALOMA IL 62359 ADAMS 6 
EL RANCHO VISTA 
ESTATES 
R 2 3737 N 24TH ST QUINCY IL 62301 ADAMS 98 
HALFPAP MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
HALFPAP LANE & 
ST ANTHONY RD 
QUINCY IL 62305 ADAMS 47 









QUINCY IL 62301 ADAMS 58 
D & J ROYAL OAKS, INC. 
6800 Broadway 
Street 
QUINCY IL 62305 ADAMS 78 
VALLEY VIEW SOUTH 
MHP 
1035 RIM ROAD QUINCY IL 62301 ADAMS 18 




QUINCY IL 62305 ADAMS 6 




QUINCY IL 62305 ADAMS 95 




QUINCY IL 62305 ADAMS 54 
MELROSE MHP 
57TH ST & SO 
MELROSE LANE 
QUINCY IL 62305 ADAMS 39 
MC COY MHP 
313 NORTH 
MAINE 
CAMP POINT IL 62320 ADAMS 7 
TAMMS MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
STATE HWY. 127 TAMMS IL 62988 ALEXANDER 31 




MC CLURE IL 62957 ALEXANDER 59 




GREENVILLE IL 62246 BOND 6 
2 CREEKS COMMUNITY 
1323 GOLD 
STREET 
GREENVILLE IL 62246 BOND 120 
COUNTRY VIEW MOBILE 
HOME COMM 
PO BOX 729 - RT 
143 
PIERRON IL 62273 BOND 134 
ILLINI MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
BOX 1A, ILLINI 
EAST ST 




RED BALL COMMUNITY RR 2 GREENVILLE IL 62246 BOND 17 
BELVIDERE MHP LLC 
1211 W LOCUST 
ST 




BELVIDERE IL 61008 BOONE 355 
 
 69. See State of Illinois, supra note 5; See Cook County, supra note 5; See Matthews, supra 
note 5. 
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CAPRON MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
10556 US ROUTE 
173 
CAPRON IL 61012 BOONE 39 









BELVIDERE IL 61008 BOONE 40 
THE FOUR SEASONS 
700 W CHRYSLER 
DR 
BELVIDERE IL 61008 BOONE 590 
G & I HOMES 
507 PITSFIELD RD 
HWY 99 








IL 61315 BUREAU 26 
LAKEVIEW ESTATES RR 3 RT 29 DEPUE IL 61322 BUREAU 82 




PRINCETON IL 61356 BUREAU 95 
THE GROVE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 





PRINCETON IL 61356 BUREAU 78 
EASY LIVIN 103 YERK STREET WALNUT IL 61376 BUREAU 8 
SHADY LANE MHP ROUTE 5 PRINCETON IL 61356 BUREAU 6 
BIG ELM MOBILE HOME 
COMM 
502 BEECH ST SAVANNA IL 61074 CARROLL 88 
BLACKHAWK MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
19856 Rt 84 N SAVANNA IL 61074 CARROLL 8 
COUNTRY MANOR RR2 MT CARROLL IL 61053 CARROLL 43 
EASTSIDE TRAILER 
COURT 
CANAL ST & W. 
11TH ST 
BEARDSTOWN IL 62618 CASS 12 
SIDETRACK MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
325 N MAIN VIRGINIA IL 62691 CASS 12 
ASHLAND EAST MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
SYLVAN ST ASHLAND IL 62612 CASS 16 
SOUTH TOWN MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
R R #2 BEARDSTOWN IL 62618 CASS 12 
VELTEN TRAILER PARK 252 S CASS ST VIRGINIA IL 62691 CASS 6 
ASHLAND SOUTH 
MOBILE HOME PARK 
SARATOGA ASHLAND IL 62612 CASS 41 
Parkview MHP 1500 Wall St. BEARDSTOWN IL 62618 CASS 12 
APPALOOSA ACRES 
TRAILER COURT 
7172 US 67 BEARDSTOWN IL 62618 CASS 8 
MAPLE TRAILER COURT 700 W 4TH ST BEARDSTOWN IL 62618 CASS 16 
WEST SIDE TRAILER 
PARK 
612 W 9TH ST BEARDSTOWN IL 62618 CASS 8 
HENDERSON TRAILER 
PARK 
SOUTH EAST ST VIRGINIA IL 62691 CASS 11 
NORTH AVENUE COURT NORTH AVENUE BEARDSTOWN IL 62618 CASS 9 
PLEASANT PLAINS MHP 
790 COUNTY 
ROAD 800 NORTH 
TOLONO IL 61880 CHAMPAIGN 22 
NEW CENTURY ESTATES 
RR 1 4809 
WINDSOR ROAD 
CHAMPAIGN IL 61820 CHAMPAIGN 132 
TRIANGLE MOBILE 
HOME ESTATES 
U. S. Rte. 45 LUDLOW IL 60949 CHAMPAIGN 65 














URBANA IL 61802 CHAMPAIGN 329 
SHEPHERD MOBILE 
ESTATES 
40 Glenbrook Ln. FISHER IL 61843 CHAMPAIGN 38 
LUDLOW 
224 N POPLAR 
STREET 
LUDLOW IL 60949 CHAMPAIGN 12 
CANDLEWOOD ESTATES 
808 NO PRAIRIE 
VIEW RD 
MAHOMET IL 61853 CHAMPAIGN 549 
YOUNG’S HILLCREST 
MHP 
RFD 2 RANTOUL IL 61866 CHAMPAIGN 23 
G&C ESTATES 107 N GRANT SEYMOUR IL 61875 CHAMPAIGN 12 
Powell’s Mobile Home Park 2608 Brownfield URBANA IL 61802 CHAMPAIGN 26 
CARRIAGE ESTATES 4 BRIDAL LANE URBANA IL 61802 CHAMPAIGN 57 
LORAL PARK 31 FERN STREET URBANA IL 61801 CHAMPAIGN 34 




URBANA IL 61801 CHAMPAIGN 10 
SURBANA 121 SO DEWEY ST URBANA IL 61801 CHAMPAIGN 94 
SLOAN’S MOBILE 
ESTATES 
RR 2 URBANA IL 61802 CHAMPAIGN 13 
WOODLAND ACRES 








THE OAKS MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
RT 1 RT 45 SOUTH 
- LOT 90 




URBANA IL 61803 CHAMPAIGN 173 












GIFFORD IL 61847 CHAMPAIGN 11 









SEYMOUR IL 61875 CHAMPAIGN 12 
EAST SIDE MOBILE 
HOME VILLAGE 
1938 C R 3000 N RANTOUL IL 61866 CHAMPAIGN 54 
COUNTRY MANOR M H P 
1513 COUNTY 
ROAD 2300N 
URBANA IL 61801 CHAMPAIGN 12 
CANDLEWOOD ESTATES 
#7 




URBANA IL 61801 CHAMPAIGN 113 




URBANA IL 61803 CHAMPAIGN 508 
FRAZIER ACRES, LLC 
537 COUNTY 
ROAD 1600N 
CHAMPAIGN IL 61822 CHAMPAIGN 29 
COOPERS PARK 
COUNTY ROAD 
565 - ROUTE 10 





URBANA IL 61802 CHAMPAIGN 42 
LAKE PANA M H COURT BAYADIER DRIVE PANA IL 62557 CHRISTIAN 8 
KEMMERLING HWY 104 KINCAID IL 62540 CHRISTIAN 9 
RICHWOOD MANOR OF 
PANA 
200 N PINE ST PANA IL 62557 CHRISTIAN 70 




TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 CHRISTIAN 11 
FAIRVIEW HWY 48 WEST TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 CHRISTIAN 42 
HILLCREST PARK 1500 EAST MAIN TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 CHRISTIAN 119 
URBAN MOBILE HOME 
VILLAGE 
RT 48 WEST TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 CHRISTIAN 41 









PANA IL 62557 CHRISTIAN 20 
BIG OAK M H P 1006 E FRANKLIN TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 CHRISTIAN 19 
FIVE PENNIES  EDINBURG IL 62531 CHRISTIAN 5 
OAKWOOD PARK 
MOBILE HOME PARK 
PO BOX 981 KINCAID IL 62540 CHRISTIAN 30 
UPTON MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
NW CORNER OF 
RTE 49 & CROSS 
ST 
WESTFIELD IL 62474 CLARK 014 
HARLOW MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
RR #3 MARSHALL IL 62441 CLARK 43 
VEACH’S RENTAL 
215 FRONTAGE 
RD - LOTS 1-12 





CASEY IL 62420 CLARK 12 
BATEMAN TRAILER 
COURT 
925 S MAIN CLAY CITY IL 62824 CLAY 24 
ZINK’S MOBILE HOME 
COURT 
119 S WALNUT CLAY CITY IL 62824 CLAY 10 
QUINN’S MOBILE HOME 
PARK 





CENTRALIA IL 62801 CLINTON 45 
EAST WINDS MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
14 EAST WINDS M 
H P 
CENTRALIA IL 62801 CLINTON 16 
VINUS, INC. MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
151-17TH STRET CARLYLE IL 62231 CLINTON 35 





CENTRALIA IL 62801 CLINTON 128 
DEERWOOD PARK 
1755 W MCCORD 
ST, RT 161 
CENTRALIA IL 62801 CLINTON 99 
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TRENTON IL 62293 CLINTON 18 
HEATHER LYNN 
ESTATES 
 NEW BADEN IL 62265 CLINTON 68 
BERNHARDT MOBILE 
HOME PARK 




CARLYLE MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
RIDGE & FIFTH 
STREETS 
CARLYLE IL 62231 CLINTON 8 
S & W MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
1410 AND 1450 
FAIRFAX 
CARLYLE IL 62231 CLINTON 8 
MERCER MOBILE HOME 
COURT 
1600 E TYLER CHARLESTON IL 61920 COLES 9 
BICKERS #3 
1601 TYLER & 904 
17TH ST 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 COLES 25 
PINE TREE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
RR 1 HUMBOLDT IL 61938 COLES 13 
LAKELAND ESTATES 
MOBILE HM PRK 
4808 PARADISE 
ROAD 
MATTOON IL 61938 COLES 90 
GREEN ACRES MHC, LLC #11 GREEN ACRES ASHMORE IL 61912 COLES 29 
COUNTRY ACRES M H P 10055 US HWY 45 MATTOON IL 61938 COLES 29 
JEFFRIES ESTATES 
617 W STATE 
STREET 




CHARLESTON IL 61920 COLES 123 
SHADY POINT MOBILE 
HOME COMMUNITY 
520 W MADISON CHARLESTON IL 61920 COLES 24 
BROOKS M H P 
513 REYNOLDS 
DR 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 COLES 25 
WILSON MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
812 N NINTH ST MATTOON IL 61938 COLES 25 
MATTOON MOBILE 
VILLAGE 
609 MARION AVE MATTOON IL 61938 COLES 45 
BENNETT TRAILER PARK 
1512 SHELBY 
AVENUE 





CHARLESTON IL 61920 COLES 22 
UNIVERSITY ESTATES 
775 WEST ELM 
AVENUE 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 COLES 98 
EASTERN ESTATES MHC 
505 NORTH 
DIVISION STREET 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 COLES 69 
LKJ MOBILE HOME PARK 
JEFFERSON 
STREET 
HUMBOLDT IL 61931 COLES 14 
LAKEVIEW RANCH MHC 
19 LAKEVIEW 
ROAD (OFFICE) 
GAYS IL 61928 COLES 169 
OLD STATE VILLAGE 
1501 OLD STATE 
ROAD 
MATTOON IL 61938 COLES 199 
SEVEN HICKORY 
ESTATES 
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WILSON’S LANDING 
812 NORTH NINTH 
STREET 
MATTOON IL 61938 COLES 61 
CANDLELIGHT VILLAGE 
MOBILE HOME PK 
4 CANDLELIGHT 
DRIVE SAUK VILLAGE IL 60411 COOK 309 
WEATHERSTONE LAKES 
MOBILE HOME PK 
21191 TORRENCE 
AVENUE SAUK VILLAGE IL 60411 COOK 300 
ARROW RIDGE ESTATES 
11701 SOUTH 
RIDGELAND 
AVENUE WORTH IL 60482 COOK 93 




AVENUE WORTH IL 60482 COOK 100 
DES PLAINES MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
500 WEST TOUHY 
AVENUE DES PLAINES IL 60018 COOK 166 
LINWAY ESTATES 
MOBILE HOME PARK 
2836 EAST 
LINCOLN 
HIGHWAY SAUK VILLAGE IL 60411 COOK 244 
OASIS MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
7500 NORTH 
ELMHURST ROAD DES PLAINES IL 60018 COOK 599 
STERLING ESTATES 
MOBILE HOME PARK 
9300 WEST 79TH 
STREET JUSTICE IL 60458 COOK 796 
TIMBER RIDGE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
21700 TIMBER 
RIDGE ROAD MATTESON IL 60443 COOK 773 
TOUHY MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
400 WEST TOUHY 
AVENUE DES PLAINES IL 60018 COOK 435 
WILLOWAY TERRACE 




HEIGHTS IL 60005 COOK 320 
LA GRANGE ESTATES 
MOBILE HOME PARK 6 COURT DRIVE COUNTRYSIDE IL 60525 COOK 115 
HARBOR POINT ESTATES 
MOBILE HOME PARK 
4000 EAST 134TH 
STREET CHICAGO IL 60633 COOK 190 
HENDERSON’S 
COUNTRY LIVING 
PO BOX 353 ROBINSON IL 62454 CRAWFORD 13 
BENNETT MOBILE HOME 
PARK 




ROBINSON IL 62454 CRAWFORD 30 
SOUTHWIND MHP, LLC 
800 E SOUTHWIND 
BLVD 
ROBINSON IL 62454 CRAWFORD 68 
NEOGA ESTATES 
1030 US RTE 45 
BOX 200 
NEOGA IL 62447 CUMBERLAND 109 
Starwalt Enterprises MHP 
LLC 
E MONROE ST TOLEDO IL 62468 CUMBERLAND 10 













TOLEDO IL 62468 CUMBERLAND 26 




TOLEDO IL 62468 CUMBERLAND 8 
EVER GREEN VILLAGE 
955 EAST STATE 
STREET 
SYCAMORE IL 60178 DE  KALB 152 
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CORTLAND MHC 
300 S SOMONAUK 
RD 
DE KALB IL 60112 DE  KALB 81 




SANDWICH IL 60548 DE  KALB 86 
FOREST VIEW MANOR 
100 FOREST VIEW 
DR 
GENOA IL 60135 DE  KALB 96 
SANDWICH MHP, LLC 
1027 RAILROAD 
STREET 
SANDWICH IL 60548 DE  KALB 59 
WATERMAN MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
250 E LINCOLN WATERMAN IL 60556 DE  KALB 8 
PETERSEN MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
435 S. ELM ST. WATERMAN IL 60556 DE  KALB 9 
DIAMOND MOBILE 
HOMES 
RR 1 BOX 17 WAPELLA IL 61777 DE WITT 5 
EDGEWOOD VILLAGE RR 2 CLINTON IL 61727 DE WITT 39 
LINGLE MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
between Walnut and 
Chestnut 
WAPELLA IL 61777 DE WITT 10 
DEER RIDGE ESTATES 
433 CLINTON 
AVENUE 
FARMER CITY IL 61842 DE WITT 21 
RIDGEVIEW MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
R. R. 2 - IL ROUTE 
51 SOUTH 
CLINTON IL 61727 DE WITT 12 
Clinton Estates Rte. 10 East CLINTON IL 61727 De Witt 56 
HUFFMAN MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
RURAL ROUTE #1 MIDLAND CITY IL 61727 DE WITT 12 
HIGHWAY INN TRAILER 
COURT, INC 
9051 BUCKS RD HEYWORTH IL 61745 DE WITT 8 
PIN OAK MOBILE  ARCOLA IL 61910 DOUGLAS 38 
ELMWOOD ESTATES 
411 NORTH THIRD 
STREET 
VILLA GROVE IL 61956 DOUGLAS 8 
ATWOOD MHC EAST 
EAST FOREST 
AVENUE 
ATWOOD IL 61913 DOUGLAS 25 
PARKVIEW MOBILE 
HOME COURT 
JCT OF HWY 45 & 
36 
TUSCOLA IL 61953 DOUGLAS 35 
PRAIRIE VIEW ACRES 930 E CO 750 N TUSCOLA IL 61953 DOUGLAS 23 
WAYMIRE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
WAYMIRE LANE VILLA GROVE IL 61956 DOUGLAS 9 
PERKS TRAILER COURT ELM ST VILLA GROVE IL 61956 DOUGLAS 26 
OPEN DOOR MOBILE 
HOME PARK LLC 
0S761 YORK RD ELMHURST IL 60126 DU PAGE 43 
PLEASANT RIDGE 
27 W 370 GENEVA 
ROAD 
WEST CHICAGO IL 60185 DU PAGE 141 
VIETZEN M H P 
140 S WOODDALE 
RD 
WOODDALE IL 60191 DU PAGE 99 
New Haven Mobile Home 
Park 
319 W. Blackburn 
St. 
PARIS 
IL 61944 EDGAR 22 




IL 61944 EDGAR 12 
SUTTON PLACE 1244 NO MAIN ST PARIS IL 61944 EDGAR 24 
CHERRY POINT 607 CHERRY RD PARIS IL 61944 EDGAR 52 
FRIENDLY ACRES 
MOBILE HOME PARK 
 WEST SALEM IL 62476 EDWARDS 15 




ALBION IL 62806 EDWARDS 46 
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B & S MANUFACTURED 
HOME COMMUNITY 
14022 E. 870TH 
AVENUE 
EFFINGHAM IL 62401 EFFINGHAM 5 
LAKEWOOD MOBILE 
HOME PARK #2 
WEST 
RICKELMAN 
EFFINGHAM IL 62401 EFFINGHAM 30 
ALTAMONT MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
306 N 8TH ST ALTAMONT IL 62411 EFFINGHAM 3 
ESKER MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
1775th STREET TEUTOPOLIS IL 62467 EFFINGHAM 7 
MOUND MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
N 3RD ST ALTAMONT IL 62411 EFFINGHAM 11 
EASY BREEZE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
US RTE 45 S EFFINGHAM IL 62401 EFFINGHAM 77 
VAIL’S MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
720 E FAYETTE EFFINGHAM IL 62401 EFFINGHAM 7 
BROWN’S ALTAMONT 
TRAILER PARK 
504 N 8TH ALTAMONT IL 62411 EFFINGHAM 13 
OAK VIEW MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
RR 2 ALTAMONT IL 62411 EFFINGHAM 20 
FOUR SEASONS ESTATES 99 FOUR SEASONS EFFINGHAM IL 62401 EFFINGHAM 126 
LAKEWOOD MOBILE 












ALTAMONT IL 62411 EFFINGHAM 22 
OAK GROVE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
R.R. #2 BROWNSTOWN IL 62418 FAYETTE 28 
WASHBURN MHP (E 
WASHBURN TRST) 
RR #3 LAKEWOOD 
DRIVE 
VANDALIA IL 62471 FAYETTE 11 
LINCOLN TRAIL MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
LINCOLN TR 
DRIVE & JANETTE 
AVE 





VANDALIA IL 62471 FAYETTE 22 
HALL’S TRAILER PARK 
1410 W. ST. LOUIS 
AVE. 
VANDALIA IL 62471 FAYETTE 25 
RAMSEY MOBILE HOME 
PARK NORTH 
JEFFERSON ST RAMSEY IL 62080 FAYETTE 6 
RAMSEY MOBILE HOME 
PARK SOUTH 





VANDALIA IL 62471 FAYETTE 23 
BELDEN ENTERPRISES 
MOBILE HOME PARK 
GIRARD & SPRING 
ST. 
ST. ELMO IL 62458 FAYETTE 8 
PRAIRIE CITY MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
JCT I-57 & RTE 9 PAXTON IL 60957 FORD 37 
CARRIAGE LANE 
MOBILE HOME PARK 
SOUTHWEST ST GIBSON CITY IL 60936 FORD 46 
COMBS MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
434 WEST PINE 
STREET 
PAXTON IL 60957 FORD 8 
WEAVERS COURT 
RT 45 & 
CHESTNUT ST 
PAXTON IL 60957 FORD 20 
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SAWYER PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT 





SESSER IL 62884 FRANKLIN 28 
Woodland Hills Land Lease 
Community 
1100 W. Locust, Lot 
32 
CANTON IL 61520 FULTON 131 
JON & KIMBERLEY 
NEWBURN MHP 
381 W LOCUST ST CANTON IL 61520 FULTON 4 
JAYDON’S MOBILE 
HOME PARK 








WAGON WHEEL COURT 
824 E FORT 
STREET 
FARMINGTON IL 61531 FULTON 22 






CANTON IL 61520 FULTON 18 
GASLIGHT MFD HOME 
COMMUNITY 
101 W PEARL 
STREET 
FARMINGTON IL 61531 FULTON 55 
EEE MOBILE VILLAGE 
16088 E US 24 
HWY 
LEWISTOWN IL 61542 FULTON 12 
SMITHERS ESTATES 
WEST PARK 
900 W WALNUT 
ST 
CANTON IL 61520 FULTON 21 
NORTHSIDE MOBILE 
HOME PK 





CARROLLTON IL 62016 GREENE 36 
MEL KAY MOBILE 
COURT 
 DIAMOND IL 60416 GRUNDY 51 
RUSTIC ACRES MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
RR #1 3510 SO 
DWIGHT RD 
MAZON IL 60444 GRUNDY 9 
BOOKWALTER WOODS #23 SISTEK GARDNER IL 60424 GRUNDY 168 
HILDY MOBILE HOME 
PARK LLC 
1215 PRICE ST MORRIS IL 60450 GRUNDY 20 
BURT ESTATES  DIAMOND IL 60416 GRUNDY 187 
OLD MAZON M H P RR #1 MAZON IL 60444 GRUNDY 14 
SHADY OAKS M H P 14 CENTRAL MINOOKA IL 60447 GRUNDY 365 
MCLEANSBORO MOBILE 
ESTATES 
705 KATH ST. MCLEANSBORO IL 62859 HAMILTON 8 
CAMPBELL 
MANUFACTURED 
JCT RTS 94 & 136 CARTHAGE IL 62321 HANCOCK 10 
CARTHAGE TOWNE 
HOUSE 





CARTHAGE IL 62321 HANCOCK 8 
RIVERCROSS MANUF 
HOME COMM 
2090 KEOKUK ST HAMILTON IL 62341 HANCOCK 83 
MONAROSA 711 N 19TH ST HAMILTON IL 62341 HANCOCK 38 
LEISURELAND 
PLEASURE PARK 
27 LEISURELAND NIOTA IL 62358 HANCOCK 51 
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HERITAGE COURT 
SCHUYLER & 7TH 
STREETS 
OQUAWKA IL 61469 HENDERSON 8 
RODEFFERS MHP  STRONGHURST IL 61480 HENDERSON 8 
JOHNSON M H P 611 W. CENTER CAMBRIDGE IL 61238 HENRY 7 
KEWANEE #2 MHP 835 W 6TH ST KEWANEE IL 61443 HENRY 147 
REECYS MOBILE HOME 2 
603 N 
WASHINGTON 
KEWANEE IL 61443 HENRY 28 
KEWANEE #1 MHP 602 Coal  ST KEWANEE IL 61443 HENRY 94 








COLONA IL 61241 HENRY 31 
MHP 1 LLC DBA: 
COLONA PARK 
605 WEST 1ST 
AVENUE 
COLONA IL 61241 HENRY 100 
MAPLE CITY MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
501 1/2 SOUTH 
STEWART 
GENESEO IL 61254 HENRY 37 
RIVERVIEW RR 2 COLONA IL 61241 HENRY 26 
WHITEHOUSE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
109 S PEARL 
STREET 
ATKINSON IL 61235 HENRY 25 
GREEN ACRES MOBILE 
ESTATES 
RR 2 GENESEO IL 61254 HENRY 39 





CAMBRIDGE IL 61238 HENRY 43 
SENTRY ESTATES INC 
921 SE 2ND 
STREET 
GALVA IL 61434 HENRY 21 
WILLOW HAVEN MHP #3 MAPLE COURT COLONA IL 61241 HENRY 108 
WATCH-E-KEE MHC, LLC 
31A WATCH-E-
KEE DRIVE 
WATSEKA IL 60970 IROQUOIS 64 
IROQUOIS MOBILE PARK 3118 N. U.S. 45\52 CHEBANSE IL 60922 IROQUOIS 49 
BEAVER CREEK 
VILLAGE 
1795 E 3180 N RD ST ANNE IL 60964 IROQUOIS 35 
R&S RENTALS 205 S. Elm St. LODA IL 60948 IROQUOIS 18 
HILL CREST PARK 
9381 OLD 
HIGHWAY 13 




CARBONDALE IL 62901 JACKSON 69 
TAN-TARA MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
2534 NEW ERA 
ROAD 
MURPHYSBORO IL 62966 JACKSON 98 
GREEN ACRES 
2417 NEW ERA 
ROAD 
MURPHYSBORO IL 62966 JACKSON 12 
COUNTRY CIRCLE 
TRAILER PARK 





CARBONDALE IL 62901 JACKSON 35 




CARBONDALE IL 62901 JACKSON 36 
PLEASANT HILL MHP 
848 E PLEASANT 
HILL ROAD 
CARBONDALE IL 62901 JACKSON 73 
GREEN TREE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
1 DAR’S LANE MURPHYSBORO IL 62966 JACKSON 18 
PINE CREEK RENTALS 
GIANT CITY 
ROAD 
CARBONDALE IL 62902 JACKSON 8 
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MALIBU VILLAGE 
2571 S ILLINOIS 
AVENUE 









CARBONDALE IL 62901 JACKSON 103 
WILDWOOD MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
6755 GIANT CITY 
RD 
CARBONDALE IL 62902 JACKSON 89 
FROST  ACRES 
1206 E PLEASANT 
HILL RD 
CARBONDALE IL 62902 JACKSON 52 
BUSH MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
1134 E PLEASANT 
HILL RD 
CARBONDALE IL 62902 JACKSON 31 
SOUTHERN OAKS 
MOBILE HOME PARK 




DE SOTO IL 62924 JACKSON 8 
HAPPY OURS TRAILER 
COURT 
1 HAPPY OURS 
LANE 
MURPHYSBORO IL 62966 JACKSON 23 









MURPHYSBORO IL 62966 JACKSON 63 
CRAB ORCHARD LAKE 
MFD HOME COM 




CARBONDALE IL 62901 JACKSON 96 
RACCOON VALLEY 
MOBILE HOME PARK 
RACCOON 
VALLEY ROAD 
MAKANDA IL 62958 JACKSON 55 
PLEASANT HILL WEST 
RT 5 PLEASANT 
HILL ROAD 
CARBONDALE IL 62901 JACKSON 12 




CARBONDALE IL 62901 JACKSON 16 
CINNAMON LANE PARK CINNAMON LANE MURPHYSBORO IL 62966 JACKSON 30 
JAMES PLACE 
BUS. RTE. 13 & 
JAMES PLACE 




MURPHYSBORO IL 62966 JACKSON 13 




MURPHYSBORO IL 62966 JACKSON 7 
NEWTON MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
W. FOSTER ST NEWTON IL 62448 JASPER 15 
JONES MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
20313 N SPRINGER 
CHURCH LANE 




16584 N IL HWY 37 
BOX 105 
MT VERNON IL 62864 JEFFERSON 103 




WOODLAWN IL 62898 JEFFERSON 24 
DON ‘A’ SUE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
17113 E. DON ‘A’ 
SUE LANE 
OPDYKE IL 62872 JEFFERSON 21 
LOMAX MHC N GOSHEN LANE MT VERNON IL 62864 JEFFERSON 9 




JERSEYVILLE IL 62052 JERSEY 17 
















GRAFTON IL 62037 JERSEY 14 
K & K ESTATES MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
240 E CARPENTER 
ST 
STOCKTON IL 61085 JO DAVIES 10 
ZINK’S COUNTRY COURT 531 E FRONT AVE STOCKTON IL 61085 JO DAVIES 12 
GRIFFITHS TRAILER 
PARK 
4255 W BLANDING 
RD 
HANOVER IL 61041 JO DAVIES 12 
WOODLAND VALLEY 
COURTS 
1042 WEST RUSH 
ROAD 
HANOVER IL 61041 JO DAVIES 26 




STOCKTON IL 61085 JO DAVIES 44 





VIENNA IL 62995 JOHNSON 22 
DEARBORN 
1700 BLOCK E 
DEARBORN AVE 
AURORA IL 60505 KANE 19 
OAK GROVE MOBILE 
HOME VILLAGE 
1332 S DOUGLAS 
AVE LOT 85 










800 HILL AVE AURORA IL 60505 KANE 136 
MARGARET’S HI-ACRE 1100 RURAL ST AURORA IL 60505 KANE 125 
BREAZEALE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
1147 RURAL ST AURORA IL 60505 KANE 71 
OAK TERRACE 42 OAK TERRACE BATAVIA IL 60510 KANE 49 
ORCHARD ESTATES 13 SIERRA COURT BOURBONNAIS IL 60914 KANKAKEE 275 
ST GEORGE ESTATES 13 SIERRA COURT BOURBONNAIS IL 60914 KANKAKEE 368 
HUL’S TRAILER PARK 
1945 SOUTH 
SCHUYLER 
KANKAKEE IL 60901 KANKAKEE 20 
RIVER CREST M H P 
RIVER ROAD - 
5800/5830 SOUTH 
CHEBANSE IL 60922 KANKAKEE 16 
TRINITY UNLIMITED, 
INC. 
3805 S 2560 EAST 
RD. 
KANKAKEE IL 60901 KANKAKEE 9 
OAK CREEK ESTATES 
LLC 
1317 N ARTHUR 
BURCH DR 
BOURBONNAIS IL 60914 KANKAKEE 343 
BARBERRY ACRES 6500 S RTE 45-52 CHEBANSE IL 60922 KANKAKEE 22 
MANTENO POINT 
MOBILE HOME PK 
RR 2 MANTENO IL 60950 KANKAKEE 12 
HARVEST ESTATES 10557 N RTE 50 MANTENO IL 60950 KANKAKEE 30 
MAPLE CREST MANOR 
INC TR PK 
550 BIRCH ST MANTENO IL 60950 KANKAKEE 107 
SUNNY ACRES MHC 
200 FRANKLIN 
DRIVE 
MANTENO IL 60950 KANKAKEE 188 
WINDMILL ESTATES 5550 N ROUTE 1 ST ANNE IL 60964 KANKAKEE 35 
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COURTSIDE PLAZA R 7  R 17 E KANKAKEE IL 60901 KANKAKEE 26 
TRI-STAR ESTATES 43 E 5000 RD N BOURBONNAIS IL 60914 KANKAKEE 853 
MANTENO MHC 
6024 E 9120 N 
ROAD 
MANTENO IL 60950 KANKAKEE 73 
COUNTRYSIDE MOBILE 
HOME ESTATE 
5194 SO R 45 & R 
52 
CHEBANSE IL 60922 KANKAKEE 88 
LAKE SHANNON INC. 
18530 W 3000 N 
RD, LOT #305 
REDDICK IL 60961 KANKAKEE 300 
SKYVIEW ESTATES 93N 3503E ROAD KANKAKEE IL 60901 KANKAKEE 28 
MAPLE RIDGE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
1 SILVER CIRCLE MANTENO IL 60950 KANKAKEE 75 
MAPLE VALLEY 1 SILVER CIRCLE MANTENO IL 60950 KANKAKEE 201 
OAK RIDGE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
1099 OAK RIDGE 
DR 
MANTENO IL 60950 KANKAKEE 384 
Rolling Meadows MPH 301 S. East St. ABINGDON IL 61410 KNOX 72 
COUNTRY AIR MOBILE 
HOME 
835 WISCONSIN GALESBURG IL 61401 KNOX 66 
COUNTRY ELMS 
ESTATES 
654 US HIGHWAY 
150 EAST 
GALESBURG IL 61401 KNOX 181 
THE TOWNS END 1008 E MAIN ST KNOXVILLE IL 61448 KNOX 13 
HILLTOP COURT 206 W. Douglas KNOXVILLE IL 61448 KNOX 14 
COOKS MHC RR 1 OTTAWA IL 61350 LA SALLE 12 
SUNNY SIDE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 




OTTAWA IL 61350 LA SALLE 8 




OTTAWA IL 61350 LA SALLE 7 
DEL MONTE MOBILE 
HOME COMM 





OTTAWA IL 61350 LA SALLE 20 
Patterson Creek LLC RT 34 MENDOTA IL 61342 LA SALLE 18 
MENDOTA MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
1ST AVE & 
CHERRY ST 
MENDOTA IL 61342 LA SALLE 35 
MENDOTA MOBILE 
HOME COMMUNITY 
111 S 13TH AVE MENDOTA IL 61342 LA SALLE 71 
DATTIS MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
RR 2 AIRPORT RD OTTAWA IL 61350 LA SALLE 50 
NORTH GATE COURT 
1732 BAKER 
STREET 
STREATOR IL 61364 LA SALLE 27 
COUNTRYSIDE ESTATES 
2741 N 4710TH RD, 
LOT #64 
SANDWICH IL 60548 LA SALLE 63 




OTTAWA IL 61350 LA SALLE 20 
EARLVILLE MHP & 
SALES 
RT 3 EARLVILLE IL 60518 LA SALLE 31 
BELLE AIRE MHC 
823 BELLE AIRE 
ST 
MARSEILLES IL 61341 LA SALLE 72 




OGLESBY IL 61348 LA SALLE 40 





OGLESBY IL 61348 LA SALLE 14 
WILDLIFE MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
RT.6 EAST SENECA IL 61360 LA SALLE 29 
COUNTRY ACRES 
ESTATES 
2464 E 29TH RD SENECA IL 61360 LA SALLE 125 
WILDWOOD 
COMMUNITIES 
ONE BIRCH DRIVE SANDWICH IL 60548 LA SALLE 450 
GREEN TREE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
430 CROTTY LANE SENECA IL 61360 LA SALLE 24 
JON’S MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
RT 1 SANDWICH IL 60548 LA SALLE 35 
PARTRIDGE MHP 
2776 EAST 2625TH 
RD 
MARSEILLES IL 61341 LA SALLE 19 
INDEPENDENCE MFD 
HOME COMM 
427 FRECH STREATOR IL 61364 LA SALLE 15 
STAFFORD’S MHP CROTTY LANE SENECA IL 61360 LA SALLE 6 
CENTURY ESTATES 
1610 EAST US RT 
34 
EARLVILLE IL 60518 LA SALLE 5 
KEN MAR TRAILER PARK 
17 KEN MAR 
COURT 




BEACH PARK IL 60099 LAKE 145 
VILLAS OF TIMBER 
CREEK 
1 TIMBER CREEK 
DRIVE 
ROUND LAKE IL 60073 LAKE 247 
SOUTH SHORE M H P 
240 WHITNEY 
ROAD 
LAKE ZURICH IL 60047 LAKE 42 
CAMBRIDGE COURT 
STATE RT 134 & 
FAIRFIELD 
ROUND LAKE IL 60073 LAKE 329 
PAUL’S M H P 26312 N HWY 83 MUNDELEIN IL 60060 LAKE 17 




WAUCONDA IL 60084 LAKE 100 
CHAIN O’LAKES M H P 
24430 WEST HWY 
120 
GRAYSLAKE IL 60030 LAKE 66 
DIAMOND LAKE 
VILLAGE 
26265 N HWY 83 MUNDELIEN IL 60060 LAKE 64 
AVALON M H P 
41561 N. 
SHERIDAN RD 
ZION IL 60099 LAKE 32 




BEACH PARK IL 60087 LAKE 189 





IL 60096 LAKE 23 














WAUCONDA IL 60084 LAKE 136 
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ROUND LAKE PARK 
SADDLEBROOK FARM 7 
23000 W 
PETERSON RD 
GRAYSLAKE IL 60030 LAKE 1535 
SHADY LANE RR#3 SUMNER IL 62466 LAWRENCE 5 
BISHOP RENTALS 
1730 12TH ST, LOT 
6 





LAWRENCEVILLE IL 62439 LAWRENCE 18 
Country Living MHP Octane Lane BRIDGEPORT IL 62417 LAWRENCE 11 
ROCK RIVER ESTATES 291 IL ROUTE 2 DIXON IL 61021 LEE 199 
GREEN ACRES TRAILER 
PARK 
519 IL RT 2 DIXON IL 61021 LEE 67 
CHATEAU ESTATES ANCHOR ROAD DIXON IL 61021 LEE 160 




DIXON IL 61021 LEE 15 
DWIGHT MOBILE HOME 
PARK 




15242 E 1830N PONTIAC IL 61764 LIVINGSTON 135 
STERLING ESTATES 
MOBILE HM PK 
1201 SOUTH OLD 
AIRPORT ROAD 
PONTIAC IL 61764 LIVINGSTON 48 
CARRIAGE LANE 
ESTATES 




STREATOR IL 61364 LIVINGSTON 6 
VERMILLION MHP & RV 
PARK 
1225 4-H PARK 
ROAD 
PONTIAC IL 61764 LIVINGSTON 133 
Sandy Creek Estates 
601 W. LINCOLN 
AVENUE 
PONTIAC IL 61764 LIVINGSTON 20 
RIVERSIDE MHP 
1037 E WATER 
STREET 
PONTIAC IL 61764 
LIVINGSTON 
51 
CREEK RIDGE M H C 
300 EAST 
SPENCER 
DWIGHT IL 60420 
LIVINGSTON 
97 
JEDLINK MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
516 E SEMINOLE DWIGHT IL 60420 
LIVINGSTON 
21 
INDIAN GROVE ESTATES 
700 EAST LOCUST 
ST 
FAIRBURY IL 61739 
LIVINGSTON 
34 
Dehm Court 207/209 W. Elm St. CHATSWORTH IL 60921 LIVINGSTON 13 
POSTVILLE M H P POSTVILLE DRIVE LINCOLN IL 62656 LOGAN 24 










700 NORTH 6TH 
ST 
ATLANTA IL 61723 LOGAN 21 
LINCOLN TERRACE EAST 904 21ST STREET LINCOLN IL 62656 LOGAN 67 
LINCOLN TERRACE 
SOUTH 
904 21ST STREET LINCOLN IL 62656 LOGAN 19 
LINCOLN TERRACE 
WEST 
904 21ST STREET LINCOLN IL 62656 LOGAN 109 
SIMONSON COVE 1230 21ST STREET LINCOLN IL 62656 LOGAN 9 
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MORNINGSIDE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
1150 - 1250TH 
AVENUE 
LINCOLN IL 62656 LOGAN 54 
TREMONT PARK 
1500 BLOCK OF 
TREMONT ST 
LINCOLN IL 62656 LOGAN 83 




MAROA IL 61756 MACON 14 
BLUE MOUND MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
301 N SNELL BLUE MOUND IL 62513 MACON 50 
TELFORD’S 
ARROWHEAD 
400 WEST DUNN 
STREET 
MACON IL 62544 MACON 11 
VILLAGE GREEN TR 
PARK 
220 E MAIN ST MAROA IL 61756 MACON 8 
NIANTIC MOBILE HOME 
COMMUNITY 
100 S MAIN ST NIANTIC IL 62551 MACON 20 
NORTHWOOD MOBILE 
ESTATES 
602 N WOOD 
STREET LOT 39 
MAROA IL 61756 MACON 65 
NORTHWOOD WEST 612 MAPLE MAROA IL 61756 MACON 10 
KULENKAMP MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
N MARKET & 
VINE STS 
BRIGHTON IL 62012 MACOUPIN 5 
G AND C TRAILER PARK ON FINIS ST VIRDEN IL 62689 MACOUPIN 6 
GAS LITE VILLAGE 
1168 NORTH 
GROVE ST 
VIRDEN IL 62690 MACOUPIN 48 
VIRDEN VILLAGE 
MOBILE HOME PRK 
SOUTH EMMETT 
ST 
VIRDEN IL 62690 MACOUPIN 10 
RJC SERVICES 
826 W MADISON 
ST 
GIRARD IL 62640 MACOUPIN 15 
RAYLYNN COURT 
7TH & COLLEGE 
STS 
STAUNTON IL 62088 MACOUPIN 30 
WHISPERING PINES M H 
P 
RR #1 VIRDEN IL 62690 MACOUPIN 30 
C.R. MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
SHADY LANE & 
BALLINGER ST 
GIRARD IL 62640 MACOUPIN 11 
CAPPELATTI/WASHBURN 
COURT 
600 CHARLES ST GILLESPIE IL 62033 MACOUPIN 30 
SUMNER POINTE PARK 1100 N SUMNER CARLINVILLE IL 62626 MACOUPIN 35 
THREE ACRE COURT 
115 E MAIN 
STREET 
STAUNTON IL 62088 MACOUPIN 32 
GIRARD MOBILE 
ESTATES 
 GIRARD IL 62640 MACOUPIN 28 
WOODLAND MANOR MH 
PARK 
RR 1 LOT 7 STAUNTON IL 62088 MACOUPIN 13 






TROY IL 62294 MADISON 17 
EGGIMANN MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
CHERRY HIGHLAND IL 62249 MADISON 5 
SHADY LANE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
144 E ALTON AVE EAST ALTON IL 62024 MADISON 5 
WOODLAND TRAILS 
MOBILE HOME PK 
910 N BLUFF 
ROAD 
COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 MADISON 287 
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CARRIAGE LANE MHP 
104 E. 
WOODCREST 
COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 MADISON 62 
TRAILER CITY M H P 
811 NORTH BLUFF 
ROAD 
COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 MADISON 30 
S & H WOODCREST 
200 W 
WOODCREST 
COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 MADISON 25 
OAKBROOK MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
210 COOPER ST EAST ALTON IL 62024 MADISON 33 
LAZY D 
732 E CHAIN OF 
ROCKS RD 
GRANITE CITY IL 62040 MADISON 11 
PETTY TR PARK 600 OSTLE DR COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 MADISON 7 
WAGON WHEEL 304 MEISTER COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 MADISON 7 
COLLINSVILLE MFD 
HOME COMM 
723 VANDALIA COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 MADISON 19 
HARTFORD MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
902 N DELMAR HARTFORD IL 62048 MADISON 18 
MAIN ST MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
1000 N MAIN ST EDWARDSVILLE IL 62025 
MADISON 
13 
AIRPORT MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
500 W BETHALTO 
DRIVE LOT 6 
BETHALTO IL 62010 
MADISON 
25 




BETHALTO IL 62010 
MADISON 
89 
GREENWOOD 1332 LELAND COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 MADISON 12 
AIRLINE MOBILE HOME 
VILLAGE 
40 EAST AIRLINE 
DRIVE 




NEUMANN T&H INC 
100 WESLEY 
DRIVE 
BETHALTO IL 62010 
MADISON 
51 
HOME GARDENS MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
226 VIRGINIA ST. EAST ALTON IL 62024 
MADISON 
6 
EAST 30 MHC 81 E 30 GLEN CARBON IL 62034 MADISON 96 
OAK GROVE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
2716 W DELMAR 
AVE 
GODFREY IL 62035 
MADISON 
73 















4536 HWY 162 GRANITE CITY IL 62040 
MADISON 
8 
66 MOBILE HOMES 
5445 MARYVILLE 
RD 





3113 W CHAIN OF 
ROCKS RD 
GRANITE CITY IL 62040 
MADISON 
46 
VILLAGE GREEN 3801 LAKE DR PONTOON BEACH IL 62040 MADISON 135 
COTTONWOOD TRAILER 
PARK 
10576 KECK ROAD ST JACOB IL 62281 
MADISON 
6 
SERENITY CIRCLE HOME 
PARK 
5261 #10 CHAIN 
OF ROCKS RD 
EDWARDSVILLE IL 62025 
MADISON 
8 
NEWCASTLE PARK, LLC 1410 W DRIVE BETHALTO IL 62010 MADISON 33 
LAKESHORE ESTATES 
MHP 
3120 W CHAIN OF 
ROCKS RD 
GRANITE CITY IL 62040 
MADISON 
130 





GLEN CARBON IL 62034 MADISON 26 
CAMELOT COURT 
MOBILE HOME COMM 
WALL ST LIVINGSTON IL 62058 MADISON 16 
University Flats 2900 SAND ROAD EDWARDSVILLE IL 62025 MADISON 265 
WEST UNION MOBILE 
HOME COURT 
436 WEST UNION 
ST 




200 N. WOOD 
RIVER AVE. 
WOOD RIVER IL 62095 
MADISON 
112 
ROCWOOD MHP, LLC 
45 CARROLL 
WOOD DR 
WOOD RIVER IL 62095 
MADISON 
120 
QUAIL RUN MOBILE 
HOME COMM 
5100 KAY DRIVE 
#41 




RTE 162 AT RTE 
157 
COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 
MADISON 
34 
WINDSOR VILLAGE HIGHWAY 162 PONTOON BEACH IL 62040 MADISON 58 







215 E ROLSTON WAMAC IL 62801 MARION 20 
MELTON MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
275 ST. LOUIS 
AVENUE 
WAMAC IL 62801 MARION 5 
CENTRAL CITY MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
208 EAST GREEN 
ST 
CENTRAL CITY IL 62801 MARION 61 
SALEM ESTATES PARK 
1700 N 
BROADWAY 
SALEM IL 62881 MARION 84 
STARLITE MOBILE HOME 
VILLAGE 
300 E OLIVE ST SALEM IL 62881 MARION 34 
FOSTER’S MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
2804 STATE RT 37 
SOUTH 
SALEM IL 62881 MARION 18 
COLONIAL ESTATES RR 1 SANDOVAL IL 62882 MARION 57 




SALEM IL 62881 MARION 72 
Kinmundy Estates Mobile 
Home Park 
613 S. State Route 
37 
KINMUNDY IL 62854 MARION 17 




CENTRALIA IL 62801 MARION 17 
BIERMAN MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
ADAMS ST JUNCTION CITY IL 62882 MARION 23 
RICHMOND HEIGHTS 
MOBILE HOME PARK 
331 S MORRISON CENTRAL CITY IL 62801 MARION 47 




CENTRALIA IL 62801 MARION 7 
PARK STREET MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
PARK STREET CENTRAL CITY IL 62801 MARION 13 
HARRISON ST MOBILE 
PARK 
N HARRISON CENTRAL CITY IL 62801 MARION 10 
SYCAMORE STREET MHP 
1214-1224 
SYCAMORE 
CENTRALIA IL 62801 MARION 5 




ODIN IL 62870 MARION 6 
AUTUMN RIDGE 
ESTATES 
P.O. BOX 126 HENRY IL 61537 MARSHALL 57 
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MARSHALL MOBILE 
HOME ESTATES LLC 
RR 1 HENRY IL 61537 MARSHALL 72 
WASHINGTON SQUARE 
MHC, INC. 
900 BLOCK OF 
WASHINGTON 




MASON CITY IL 62664 MASON 51 
HIDDEN ACRES MFD 
HOME COMM 
11 HIDDEN ACRES 
LN 
METROPOLIS IL 62960 MASSAC 43 
RAILWAY 19 
903 WEST 19TH 
STREET 
METROPOLIS IL 62960 MASSAC 11 
GRAND OAKS HAYDN’S DRIVE METROPOLIS IL 62960 MASSAC 20 
SHADE TREE VILLAGE 
1507 EAST 
JACKSON #1 
MACOMB IL 61455 MC DONOUGH 45 
PINE RIDGE HOMES 901 E MACOMB COLCHESTER IL 62326 MC DONOUGH 11 
COUNTRY SIDE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
6560 U S 
HIGHWAY 136 
COLCHESTER IL 62326 MC DONOUGH 14 
PINE 913 MACOMB ST COLCHESTER IL 62326 MC DONOUGH 28 
COUNTRY LIVING 
ESTATES 
9825 US HWY 136 
LOT C 10 
MACOMB IL 61455 MC DONOUGH 50 
DOUBLE TREE ESTATES 1513 E JACKSON MACOMB IL 61455 MC DONOUGH 17 
WESTERN  MHC 821 S WARD ST MACOMB IL 61455 MC DONOUGH 39 
VALLEY MOBILE PARK 800 N. RANDOLPH MACOMB IL 61455 MC DONOUGH 16 
KILJORDAN MEADOWS 
MH COMMUNITY 
1601 E JACKSON MACOMB IL 61455 MC DONOUGH 173 
GREEN VIEW ESTATES 
1400 S JOHNSON 
STREET 
MACOMB IL 61455 MC DONOUGH 79 
RAINTREE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 





MACOMB IL IL 61455 MC DONOUGH 016 
ROYAL OAKS M H P 
7920 RIDGEFIELD 
ROAD 
CRYSTAL LAKE IL 60014 MC HENRY 54 
HI-WAY M H P 
1200 NO DIVISION 
ST 




MARENGO IL 60152 MC HENRY 164 
HARBOR LITES 1009 BAY ROAD MCHENRY IL 60050 MC HENRY 47 
KINSELL TRAILER 
COURT 
GROVE ST SAYBROOK IL 61770 MC LEAN 14 








HEYWORTH IL 61745 MC LEAN 15 
THE MEADOWS OF 
BLOOMINGTON 
RT 13 BOX 711 BLOOMINGTON IL 61704 MC LEAN 241 
AUTUMN OAKS 
104  ENTERPRISE 
DR. 
CHENOA IL 61726 MC LEAN 18 
BISHOP MOBILE COURT 
1 
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COUNTRY LANE MOBILE 
PARK 
RR #2 HEYWORTH IL 61745 MC LEAN 30 




LEXINGTON IL 61753 MC LEAN 43 
CLAFLIN TRAILER PARK 
201 203 MAIN 
STREET 
HEYWORTH IL 61745 MC LEAN 8 
KING CITY COURT 612 W VINE ST LE ROY IL 61752 MC LEAN 22 
MARCUMS TR COURT 208 W VINE LE ROY IL 61752 MC LEAN 29 
COOMER’S MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
208 EAST PEASE 
STREET 




CHENOA IL 61726 MC LEAN 41 
EASTERN DRIVE PARK EASTERN DRIVE GRIDLEY IL 61744 MC LEAN 16 
BUSHNELL COUNTRY 
GARDENS 
601 E OSBORNE 
ST. 
BUSHNELL IL 61422 MCDOUNOUGH 64 
LINCOLNWOOD 
ESTATES MHP 
NORTH 12TH ST PETERSBURG IL 62675 MENARD 43 
WESTVIEW COURTS 
710 WEST ADAMS 
ST 





TALLULA IL 62688 MENARD 10 
H & S MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
N END OF 
COLLEGE LN 
ALEDO IL 61231 MERCER 8 
JOY TRAILER PARK 
E. Edwards and 
Drury St. 
JOY IL 61260 MERCER 12 
GREENBRIER 506 W MILL ST WATERLOO IL 62298 MONROE 10 
B & D MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
306-308 E 4TH ST WATERLOO IL 62298 MONROE 9 




205 N NORTH 
STREET 
RAYMOND IL 62560 MONTGOMERY 20 
HILLSBORO M H P SHELBYVILLE RD HILLSBORO IL 62049 MONTGOMERY 034 
MAPLE CREEK ESTATES  WOODSON IL 62695 MORGAN 33 
GILLEY 223 N WALNUT ARTHUR IL 61911 MOULTRIE 4 
SULLIVAN PARK NORTH 722 W HUNTER ST SULLIVAN IL 61951 MOULTRIE 71 
NORTH SIDE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
18 N FIRST ST BETHANY IL 61914 MOULTRIE 18 




SULLIVAN IL 61951 MOULTRIE 59 
TOWN & COUNTRY MHP 
800 TREATMENT 
PLANT ROAD 
ROCHELLE IL 61068 OGLE 30 
LAKEVIEW MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
8528 RT 2 BYRON IL 61010 OGLE 22 
MT MORRIS ESTATES RR 1 MT MORRIS IL 61054 OGLE 145 
HILL HAVEN 
1100 ILLINOIS & 
RT 64 W 




ROAD LOT 50A 
ROCHELLE IL 61068 OGLE 148 
CANDLE LITE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
ON OAK ST FORRESTON IL 61030 OGLE 13 
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MERIDIAN MANOR RT 1 
STILLMAN 
VALLEY 
IL 61084 OGLE 30 
ROLLING GREEN ESTATE 
100 ROLLING 
GREEN 
ROCHELLE IL 61068 OGLE 86 
ROLLING MEADOWS-
DAVIS JUNCTION 
4989 N. US RT. 251 DAVIS JUNCTION IL 61020 OGLE 208 
SPRING BROOK MHC 
NORTH ASH 
STREET 
FORRESTON IL 61030 OGLE 31 
CHRISTIANS TRAILER 
PARK 
EVANS STREET PRINCEVILLE IL 61559 PEORIA 4 
NORTHWEST ESTATES 
217 N STANTON 
ST 
PRINCEVILLE IL 61559 PEORIA 21 
ESQUIRE ESTATES 
MOBILE PK LLC 
I-74 RT 150 BRIMFIELD IL 61517 PEORIA 38 





CHILLICOTHE IL 61523 PEORIA 17 
NORTHTOWN 
1706 N SANTA FE 
AVE 
CHILLICOTHE IL 61523 PEORIA 12 
PARADISE 611 MATTHEW ST CHILLICOTHE IL 61523 PEORIA 39 





WEST PEORIA IL 61604 PEORIA 106 
FOUR SEASONS 
204 N. Apple 
Blossom Rd 




CHILLICOTHE IL 61523 PEORIA 206 
ROYAL OAKS 
2109 N. ABBEY 
DRIVE 
PEORIA IL 61604 PEORIA 585 







PINCKNEYVILLE IL 62274 PERRY 10 
CROSSROADS MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
7672 STATE RTE 
154 BOX #601 
DU QUOIN IL 62832 PERRY 27 
SUNNY LANE COURT ROUTE #1 PINCKNEYVILLE IL 62274 PERRY 32 
SJK INVESTMENTS MHP 
CRIPPLE CREEK 
ROAD 
PINCKNEYVILLE IL 62274 PERRY 6 
ATWOOD MHC WEST 302 S INDIANA ATWOOD IL 61913 PIATT 7 




MONTICELLO IL 61856 PIATT 17 
CARRIAGE ESTATES  MONTICELLO IL 61856 PIATT 56 





PITTSFIELD IL 62363 PIKE 16 
OAK PARK ESTATES 
#111 OAK PARK 
ESTATES 
GRANVILLE IL 61326 PUTNAM 103 
AL’S TRAILER PARK VINE HENNEPIN IL 61327 PUTNAM 18 
COUNTRY VIEW COURT 
COUNTRY CLUB 
RD RR 3 




SOUTH ST LOUIS 
ST 
SPARTA IL 62286 
RANDOLPH 
82 
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BELMONT COURT 321 BELMONT SPARTA IL 62286 RANDOLPH 5 
KOOL VALLEY MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
WEST OSBORNE SPARTA IL 62286 
RANDOLPH 
54 
JOHNSON MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
105 SOUTH OAK SPARTA IL 62286 
RANDOLPH 
10 




CHESTER IL 62233 
RANDOLPH 
91 
PACIFIC MOBILE HOMES, 
LLC 





BURNS AVENUE SPARTA IL 62286 
RANDOLPH 
16 




STEELEVILLE IL 62288 
RANDOLPH 
61 
KHOURY MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
P O BOX 464 TILDEN IL 62292 
RANDOLPH 
33 
TOWN AND COUNTRY 
MHP 
RR 1 CHESTER IL 62233 
RANDOLPH 
19 
PERCY MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
S RALPH W PEG & 
W KIM STREETS 
PERCY IL 62272 
RANDOLPH 
52 
COLEMAN RENTALS I A5 Street PERCY IL 62272 RANDOLPH 10 
GASLIGHT MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
200 LINCOLN ST RED BUD IL 62278 
RANDOLPH 
8 











101 EAST 1ST 
STREET 
RUMA IL 62278 
RANDOLPH 
15 



















851 S. MINNIE 
STREET 
TILDEN IL 62292 
RANDOLPH 
5 
Coleman Rentals II A6 Street PERCY IL 62272 RANDOLPH 8 
FEHRENBACHER’S 
MOBILE HOME PARK 
S WHITTLE AVE OLNEY IL 62450 RICHLAND 105 
ACORN ACRES 
1116 S WEST 
STREET 
OLNEY IL 62450 RICHLAND 49 
S & S #2 MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
1039 W MAIN OLNEY IL 62450 RICHLAND 19 
S & S #1 MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
1019 WEST MAIN OLNEY IL 62450 RICHLAND 14 
KINCADE ACRES 
4375 E KINCADE 
LANE 
OLNEY IL 62450 RICHLAND 51 
J & J MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
900 S CAMP ST OLNEY IL 62450 RICHLAND 51 




BARSTOW IL 61236 ROCK ISLAND 108 
MILL CREEK 
730 EAST FIRST 
AVE 
MILAN IL 61264 ROCK ISLAND 30 
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SHADY LANE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
648 W 10TH AVE MILAN IL 61264 
ROCK ISLAND 
35 
Hillsdale Estates 700 Jackson St. HILLSDALE IL 61257 ROCK ISLAND 42 
FALCON FARMS 
2507 214TH ST 
NORTH 





3814 29TH ST MOLINE IL 61265 
ROCK ISLAND 
30 
SILVISHEIGHTS M H P 1309 1ST STREET SILVIS IL 61282 ROCK ISLAND 11 
AIRVIEW M H P 
INDIAN BLUFF 
RD. 
MILAN IL 61264 
ROCK ISLAND 
126 
WHISPERING HILLS MHC 
905 EAST 3RD 
AVENUE 











HOME PARK, LLC 







EAST MOLINE IL 61244 
ROCK ISLAND 
109 
OAK GROVE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
10620 1ST STREET 
WEST 







MILAN IL 61264 
ROCK ISLAND 
245 
HIGH CLIFF ESTATES PO BOX 467 MILAN IL 61264 ROCK ISLAND 223 
CANDLE LIGHT 
COMMUNITY 
1503 1ST AVENUE 
WEST 




HARRISBURG IL 62946 SALINE 11 
DORA’S MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
912 S FEAZEL 
STREET 





HARRISBURG IL 62946 SALINE 11 
ADAMS MHP R 45 & GROVE ST ELDORADO IL 62930 SALINE 13 
HIGHWAY 45 MOBILE 
ESTATES 
800 POPLAR ST. ELDORADO IL 62928 SALINE 11 
MATTHEW PLACE 
2535 E NORTH 
GRAND AVE 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62702 SANGAMON 9 
HILLTOP TRAILER PARK E KINZIE STREET RIVERTON IL 62561 SANGAMON 104 
BLUE SPRUCE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
414 E LOCUST ST CHATHAM IL 62629 SANGAMON 24 
JOHNS MOBILE PARK 
3337 E 
CARPENTER ST 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62702 SANGAMON 14 
LUCKY HORSESHOE 
MOBILE HOME PK 
1401 N THIRD ST. RIVERTON IL 62561 SANGAMON 125 
ELM CREST VILLAGE 
3332 EAST 
CARPENTER 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62702 SANGAMON 13 
SUNSET PARK 3303 E ENOS AVE SPRINGFIELD IL 62702 SANGAMON 38 
EDGEWOOD MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
3201 S DOUGLAS 
AVE 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 SANGAMON 45 
SCOTTSDALE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
720 FORREST AVE SPRINGFIELD IL 62702 SANGAMON 57 
FOX BRIDGE COURT 
1847 TRUMAN 
ROAD 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62703 SANGAMON 17 
LINDEN MANOR 3041 LINDEN AVE SPRINGFIELD IL 62702 SANGAMON 44 
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LINCOLN TRAILS 
4263 OLD ROUTE 
36 LOT 48 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62707 SANGAMON 45 
PATCH PLACE 
2735 SO 14TH 
STREET 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62703 SANGAMON 47 
Chrislynn Mobile Home Park 3032 S. 11th St. SPRINGFIELD IL 62703 SANGAMON 20 
SALMON’S M H COURT 
3625 1/2 SO 
DOUGLAS AVE 
(SHOP) 






SPRINGFIELD IL 62707 SANGAMON 7 
PAWNEE MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
RT 104 EAST PAWNEE IL 62558 SANGAMON 37 
SOUTHGATE TRAILER 
PARK 
601 S MAIN 
STREET 
CHATHAM IL 62629 SANGAMON 49 
SHARP’S MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
900 LINCOLN AUBURN IL 62615 SANGAMON 37 
BUFFALO COURT 100 S. MAIN BUFFALO IL 62515 SANGAMON 23 
WHISPERING PINES LLC 723 N. Main St. #51 LOAMI IL 62661 SANGAMON 100 
LINCOLN PLACE 
1236 N OAKLANE 
RD 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62707 SANGAMON 300 
COUNTRY MEADOW PO BOX 281 DAWSON IL 62520 SANGAMON 24 
CHATHAM VILLA 
MOBILE HOME PARK 
503 SO MAIN CHATHAM IL 62629 SANGAMON 49 










AUBURN IL 62615 SANGAMON 16 





RUSHVILLE IL 62681 SCHUYLER 4 
THREE ACRES PARK 303 E LITTLE RUSHVILLE IL 62681 SCHUYLER 27 
Telford’s Arrowhead Park, 
Moweaqua 
Pine & East St. MOWEAQUA IL 62550 SHELBY 11 
LAKE SHELBYVILLE 
MHP 
1686 E 1285 
NORTH RD 
SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 SHELBY 52 
JESS & ANGEL’S 
WESTVIEW 
1900 WEST SO 
2ND ST 
SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 SHELBY 43 
WINDSOR MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
505 S OAK ST WINDSOR IL 61957 SHELBY 36 
SUNNYSIDE MOBILE 
ESTATES 
1000 W S 10TH ST SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 SHELBY 55 
WALNUT STREET COURT 
NORTH WALNUT 
& WEST ST CLAIR 
FREEBURG IL 62243 ST CLAIR 6 
E & S 




IL 62240 ST CLAIR 3 
ROBBINS COURT 920 NICHOLS ST COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 ST CLAIR 5 
CLEVELAND MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
4216 NO ILLINOIS 
ST 
SWANSEA IL 62221 ST CLAIR 9 
SUNSET MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
201 ART ST COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 ST CLAIR 10 
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JEWEL CITY 
532A MC BRIDE 
AVE 
DUPO IL 62239 ST CLAIR 10 
BLUFFVIEW R 1 BOX 488 DUPO IL 62239 ST CLAIR 3 
BIGGS RETIREMENT 
MOBILE PARK 
112 WALLACE ST DUPO IL 62239 ST CLAIR 14 
CONNOR BOSLEY M H P 3803 WALNUT ALORTON IL 62207 ST CLAIR 6 
ARCH VIEW GARDENS 
FOREST BLVD & 
BLACK LN 




FREEBURG IL 62243 ST CLAIR 15 
NEW ATHENS MOBILE 
HOME PARK 




FREEBURG IL 62243 ST CLAIR 6 
CAT & FIDDLE M H P 
8301 OLD ST 
LOUIS RD 
BELLEVILLE IL 62223 ST CLAIR 7 
VILLA COURT M H PARK 
340 PRINCETON 
DRIVE 




BELLEVILLE IL 62221 ST CLAIR 30 
MEADOWBROOK 
MOBILE HOME PARK 
2504 EAST B 
STREET 
BELLEVILLE IL 62221 ST CLAIR 177 
DUTCH HOLLOW 
VILLAGE MHP 
2495 ROYAL MINE 
ROAD 
BELLEVILLE IL 62226 ST CLAIR 464 
PLEASANT VALLEY M H 
P 
RR #2 SMELTING 
WORKS RD 
SWANSEA IL 62221 ST CLAIR 33 
HEET MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
1330 NO 17TH ST SWANSEA IL 62221 ST CLAIR 10 




FAIRMONT CITY IL 62201 ST CLAIR 33 














FAIRMONT CITY IL 62201 ST CLAIR 14 
BRIARWOOD MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
R 1 FREEBURG IL 62243 ST CLAIR 12 
COZY ACRES 
314 N JEFFERSON 
STREET 
MILLSTADT IL 62260 ST CLAIR 30 




SHILOH IL 62269 ST CLAIR 35 
S MARISSA MOBILE 
HOME VILLAGE 





FAIRMONT CITY IL 61841 ST CLAIR 8 
FAY VILLA 
5TH & W MAIN 
STS 
FAYETTEVILLE IL 62258 ST CLAIR 10 
FREEBURG MHC, LLC 3 DEERFIELD CT FREEBURG IL 62243 ST CLAIR 100 
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FAMILY TREE PARK 3213 S BELT WEST BELLEVILLE IL 62226 ST CLAIR 11 
NORTH TOWN TR PARK 
1300 BLOCK N 1ST 
ST 
SWANSEA IL 62221 ST CLAIR 31 
COZY COURT 
2805 SO BELT 
WEST 
BELLEVILLE IL 62221 ST CLAIR 8 
MC DONALD MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
2211 NO ILLINOIS 
ST 




CAHOKIA IL 62206 ST CLAIR 15 
C & L MOBILE HOME PK 
840 HOLLYWOOD 
HGTS RD 
CASEYVILLE IL 62232 ST CLAIR 16 





CASEYVILLE IL 62232 ST CLAIR 40 




CASEYVILLE IL 62232 ST CLAIR 12 
VARSKI PROPERTIES 
MHP #1 
2919 SO BELT 
WEST - SUITE C 
BELLEVILLE IL 62226 ST CLAIR 13 
LE PERE MOBILE HOME 
VILLAGE 
2002 LE PERE 
LANE 





EAST ST LOUIS IL 62203 ST CLAIR 53 
MOUNDS M H P 
8040 
COLLINSVILLE 
RD LOT #19 




PARKVIEW TERRACE M 
H P 
677 SCOTT TROY 
ROAD 
LEBANON IL 62254 ST CLAIR 23 
LAKEVIEW M H P 
850 WEST MC 
ALLESTER 
LEBANON IL 62254 ST CLAIR 14 
HILLTOP COURT MOBILE 
HOME PARK 










FREEBURG IL 62243 ST CLAIR 8 
WHITE MILL MOBILE 
HOME COURT 
300 WEST MILL 
STREET 
MARISSA IL 62257 ST CLAIR 37 
PARADISE MHP 901 WELLS DR CASEYVILLE IL 62232 ST CLAIR 5 
GLENWOOD DR. MHP 
SMELTING 
WORKS ROAD 
SWANSEA IL 62226 ST CLAIR 20 
SWANSEA VILLAGE 
MHP, LLC 
ANNA STREET SWANSEA IL 62221 ST CLAIR 55 
SHADY ACRES MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
ELLIS & DEW STS SUMMERFIELD IL 62289 ST CLAIR 6 
VALLEY VIEW ESTATES 
LLC 





SWANSEA IL 62226 ST CLAIR 231 
QUIET POINT VILLAGE 
QUIET POINT 
ROAD 
CASEYVILLE IL 62232 ST CLAIR 20 
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COUNTRY AIR MOBILE 
MANOR 
301 499 SOUTH 
LINCOLN 
SMITHTON IL 62285 
ST CLAIR 
96 
M&M MOBILE MANOR 1401 N ILLINOIS SWANSEA IL 62221 ST CLAIR 29 
Wells Property Management 
LLC 




MOBILE HOME PARK 
301-312 N. 
RAILROAD 











STONEYBROOK M H 
VILLAGE 
ADAMS ROAD DUPO IL 62240 
ST CLAIR 
135 
W J MOBILE HOME PARK 
524 EAST 
JEFFERSON ST 
TOULON IL 61483 STARK 26 
RIVER ROAD MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
4500 E RIVER 
ROAD 
RIDOTT IL 61067 STEPHENSON 113 
TIMBER RIDGE ESTATES 
3998 S 
BAILEYVILLE 






FREEPORT IL 61032 STEPHENSON 89 
B & B SUMMER HAVEN 
3513 NORTH AYP 
ROAD 
LENA IL 61048 STEPHENSON 14 
EAST PEORIA 
406 WEST CAMP 
ST 
EAST PEORIA IL 61611 TAZEWELL 021 
GOLDEN VALLEY MHP 
1449 MEADOW 
AVENUE 





EAST PEORIA IL 61611 TAZEWELL 146 
OAK LAWN MOBILE 
ESTATES 




MORTON IL 61550 TAZEWELL 124 
HIATT’S HIDE-AWAY 119 HIATT LANE EAST PEORIA IL 61611 TAZEWELL 56 
CEDAR RIDGE VILLAGE, 
INC 
701 FISCHER 
ROAD - OFFICE 
CREVE COEUR IL 61610 TAZEWELL 342 
WAGON WHEEL MOBILE 




EAST PEORIA IL 61611 TAZEWELL 21 
BLUFF STREET MOBILE 
HOME MANOR 
300 WEST BLUFF 
STREET 




EAST PEORIA IL 61611 TAZEWELL 6 




MINIER IL 61759 TAZEWELL 26 
Countryside Estates of 
Mackinaw, LLC 
Rte. 9 & Davis Ln. MACKINAW IL 61755 Tazwell 47 
PAWS RENTAL 
PROPERTIES 
NORTH GREEN & 
GEORGE STS 
ANNA IL 62906 UNION 21 
LASLEY MOBILE HOME 
COURT, LLC 
426 E JEFFERSON 
ST 






ANNA IL 62906 UNION 26 
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CRAIG’S MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
423 E JEFFERSON 
ST 
ANNA IL 62906 UNION 30 
WATKINS MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
110 NORTH ACRE 
LANE 
JONESBORO IL 62952 UNION 37 
BAUCOM’S TRAILER 
PARK 
9495 US RTE 150 OAKWOOD IL 61858 VERMILION 008 




DANVILLE IL 61832 VERMILION 18 
Rankin Mobile Home Park 
321 EAST 2ND 
STREET 
RANKIN IL 60960 VERMILION 11 
CRAMER TRAILER 
HAVEN 
6 CARTER DRIVE OAKWOOD IL 61858 
VERMILION 
16 
COUNTRY AIRE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 





300 SPELTER AVE DANVILLE IL 61832 VERMILION 79 
MOBILE MANOR PARK 1710 N MAIN ST GEORGETOWN IL 61846 VERMILION 53 
LAKE BLUFF OAKS 
114 LAKE BLUFF 
RD. 
OAKWOOD IL 61858 VERMILION 123 
VALLEY RUN  M H P 
1800 
PERRYSVILLE RD 
DANVILLE IL 61834 VERMILION 58 
SUNNY OAK MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
27644N 1700 E RD BISMARCK IL 61814 VERMILION 37 




OAKWOOD IL 61858 VERMILION 19 




DANVILLE IL 61834 VERMILION 9 
GLENN AYRE MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
540 E 14TH ST DANVILLE IL 61832 VERMILION 16 
WAY-TO-GO RR #1 WESTVILLE IL 61883 VERMILION 15 
SHELBY MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
204 E HEGELER 
LANE 





ROAD LOT 95 
DANVILLE IL 61832 VERMILION 93 
THE WOODS MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
6240 N 1450 E 
ROAD LOT 20 
GEORGETOWN IL 61846 VERMILION 12 
THOMAS MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
GREENWOOD 
CEMETERY RD & 
12TH 
DANVILLE IL 61832 VERMILION 25 
MARSHALL RENTALS 
IL RTE. 1 & 
OSMAN 
BLACKTOP 
MT CARMEL IL 62863 WABASH 15 
HILLSIDE MOBILE HOME 
VILLAGE 
RR 2 HWY 1 MT CARMEL IL 62863 WABASH 20 
CHERRY STREET 
ESTATES 
1901 N CHERRY 
ST 
MT CARMEL IL 62863 WABASH 110 
TEE PEE TRAILER PARK RR 2 MT CARMEL IL 62863 WABASH 37 




MT CARMEL IL 62863 WABASH 8 
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NASHVILLE MOBILE 
HOME 





OKAWVILLE IL 62271 WASHINGTON 69 
IRVINGTON MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
OLD HIGHWAY 51 IRVINGTON IL 62848 WASHINGTON 17 
FAIRFIELD ESTATES III 
516 NW 6TH 
STREET 
FAIRFIELD IL 62837 WAYNE 41 
FAIRFIELD ESTATES I 
509 NW 7TH 
STREET 
FAIRFIELD IL 62837 WAYNE 30 
FAIRFIELD ESTATES II 
601 NW 7TH 
STREET 
FAIRFIELD IL 62837 WAYNE 16 
GRIMMER ESTATES 
RR 1 W SECTION 
LINE RD 





FAIRFIELD IL 62837 WAYNE 12 
ALL SEASONS US RTE 45 GEFF IL 62842 WAYNE 25 
STEWART WEST MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
R R STEWART ST 
RD 
CARMI IL 62821 WHITE 21 
MEADOWBROOK RFD #3 MORRISON IL 61270 WHITESIDE 39 
SHADY ACRES 403 SYCAMORE ALBANY IL 61230 WHITESIDE 48 
DUNBAR MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
1214 12TH STREET ERIE IL 61250 WHITESIDE 9 
EAST STREET MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
11TH & EAST ST ERIE IL 61250 WHITESIDE 5 
COUNTRY ACRES 
MOBILE MANOR 
RFD 3 ROCK FALLS IL 61071 WHITESIDE 106 
RIVERSIDE MOBILE 
ESTATES 
HWY 30 W ROCK FALLS IL 61071 WHITESIDE 108 
WOODLAWN 1501 W 4TH ST STERLING IL 61081 WHITESIDE 32 
FULTON MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
518 24TH AVE FULTON IL 61252 WHITESIDE 20 
FULTON MOBILE HOME 
PARK #2 
518 24TH AVENUE FULTON IL 61252 WHITESIDE 53 
East Z Living Mobile Home 
Park 
1507 W Rte. 30 ROCK FALLS IL 61071 
WHITESIDE 
22 
HONEYCUTT HILL MHP 
13964 ROUND 
GROVE RD 
MORRISON IL 61270 
WHITESIDE 
26 
VALLEY VISTA MHC 9581 PINE DRIVE LYNDON IL 61261 WHITESIDE 
 
75 
GLENNEY MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
622-624 SO JOLIET 
ST 
WILMINGTON IL 60481 WILL 6 
IMPERIAL MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
JCT RTS 52 & 59 SHOREWOOD IL 60431 WILL 182 
FIVE OAKS TRAILER PK DANIELS STREET WILMINGTON IL 60481 WILL 5 
MODERN MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
1703 S CHICAGO 
STREET #1 
JOLIET IL 60436 WILL 42 
DIXON 177 N CENTER ST BRAIDWOOD IL 60408 WILL 29 
GIANNIS MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
911 N MAIN 
STREET #4 
CRETE IL 60417 WILL 14 
PARKVIEW MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
2620 E CASS ST JOLIET IL 60432 WILL 27 
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SOUTH RIDGE MHC 
1519 S CHICAGO 
ST 
JOLIET IL 60436 WILL 50 
BUSY BEE 
13555 S ARCHER 
AVE 
LEMONT IL 60439 WILL 30 
TRIANGAL 
15051 SO ARCHER 
AVENUE 




CRETE IL 60417 WILL 148 
RIVERSIDE WEST 
MOBILE HOME PRK 










BEECHER IL 60401 WILL 613 
GATEWAY HOMES I 
22900 S BIG RUN 
DRIVE 
FRANKFORT IL 60423 WILL 142 
GATEWAY HOMES II 
22900 S BIG RUN 
DRIVE 
FRANKFORT IL 60423 WILL 300 
HICKORY LEAF 
10015 N. WOLF 
CREEK ROAD 
CARTERVILLE IL 62918 WILLIAMSON 4 
KEEN’S COTTONWOOD 
COURTS 
 CAMBRIA IL 62915 WILLIAMSON 26 
HOCBRIAR MOBILE 
HOME ESTATES 
590 HANEY ROAD CARBONDALE IL 62901 WILLIAMSON 28 
PONDEROSA MOBILE 
HOME PARK 








ROAD RR #10 










IL 61115 WINNEBAGO 2 
ANN’S MOBILE HOME 
PARK 
3113 SOUTH MAIN 
STREET 
ROCKFORD IL 61102 WINNEBAGO 10 
TIMBER CREEK MOBILE 
HOME PARK 
GOLD RIVER AVE 
& RT 2 









ROCKFORD IL 61109 WINNEBAGO 237 
SIX OAKS MFD HOME 
COMMUNITY 
16260 W STATE 
RD 
PECATONICA IL 61063 WINNEBAGO 30 
PHIL-AIRE ESTATES 
917 GLEN FOREST 
DR 





SOUTH BELOIT IL 61080 WINNEBAGO 70 
BILL-MAR HEIGHTS 4646 11TH STREET ROCKFORD IL 61109 WINNEBAGO 64 
MAPLE LEAF M H P 2114 WINDSOR RD LOVES PARK IL 61111 WINNEBAGO 40 
GREEN MEADOWS 
ESTATE 
4650 S MAIN 
STREET 
ROCKFORD IL 61102 WINNEBAGO 384 
RAINBOW LANE 9305 N 2ND ST ROCKFORD IL 61111 WINNEBAGO 34 




ROCKFORD IL 61104 WINNEBAGO 40 
RIVERVIEW MOBILE 
HOME PARK 





ROCKFORD IL 61109 WINNEBAGO 96 
SOARING EAGLES MHP 
7945 S MAIN RD 
HWY 2 
ROCKFORD IL 61102 WINNEBAGO 11 




LOVES PARK IL 61111 WINNEBAGO 632 
SOUTH BLUFF HOMES 
666 SO BLUFF RD, 
UNIT 1 
SOUTH BELOIT IL 61080 WINNEBAGO 221 
CORDIAL COURT M H P 
226 TOWNLINE 
ROAD 
SOUTH BELOIT IL 61080 WINNEBAGO 46 






IL 61115 WINNEBAGO 331 
TIMBERLINE ESTATES 
MHC 
7 PYNES DRIVE GOODFIELD IL 61742 WOODFORD 81 












EL PASO IL 61738 WOODFORD 8 




EL PASO IL 61738 WOODFORD 10 
ALPHA PARK MOBILE 
ESTATES 
REAGAN DRIVE EUREKA IL 61530 WOODFORD 19 
MILL POINT PARK 310 ASH LN. EAST PEORIA IL 61611 WOODFORD 80 
TUCKAWAY MANOR 
PEORIA LLC 
212 ANKER LANE METAMORA IL IL 61548 WOODFORD 92 













EL PASO IL 61738 WOODFORD 14 
TEGARD TRAILER PARK 
75 SO OAK 
STREET 
EL PASO IL 61738 WOODFORD 12 
KAPPA MOBILE HOME 
COURT 
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Table 2. County-Level Data: Licensed Mobile Home Parking Spaces; Licensed 




Zip Codes In County With Mobile 
Home Spaces & Parks 
Number of Mobile Home 
Spaces In Illinois County 
Number of Mobile Home 
Parks In Illinois County 
Adams County 62301, 62305, 62320, 62351, 62359 600 13 
Alexander County 62957, 62988 90 2 
Bond County 62246, 62273 321 5 
Boone County 61008, 61012, 61065 1241 6 
Brown County 62353 5 1 
Bureau County 61315, 61322, 61356, 61376 338 7 
Calhoun County 0 0 0 
Carroll County 61053, 61074 139 3 
Cass County 62612, 62618, 62691 163 12 
 
Champaign County 
60949, 61801, 61802, 61803, 61815, 
61820, 61821, 61822, 61843, 61847, 





Christian County 62531, 62540, 62557, 62568 438 12 
Clark County 62420, 62441, 62474 80 4 
Clay County 62824 34 2 
Clinton County 62231, 62253, 62265, 62293, 62801 480 13 
Coles County 61920, 61928, 61931, 61938, 1121 21 
Cook County 
60005, 60018, 60411, 60443, 60458, 





Crawford County 62454 145 4 
Cumberland County 62428, 62447, 62468 178 6 
De Witt County 61727, 61745, 61777 491 8 
DeKalb County 60112, 60135, 60178, 60548, 60556 163 7 
Douglas County 61910, 61913, 61953, 61956 164 7 
DuPage County 60126, 60185, 60191 283 3 
Edgar County 61944 110 4 
Edwards County 62476, 62806 61 2 
Effingham County 62401, 62411, 62467 432 12 
Fayette County 62080, 62418, 62458, 62471 159 9 
Ford County 60936, 60957 111 4 
Franklin County 62812, 62884 37 2 
Fulton County 61427, 61520, 61531, 61542 310 10 
Gallatin County 0 0 0 
Greene County 62016 46 2 
Grundy County 60416, 60424, 60444, 60447, 60450 814 7 
Hamilton County 62859 8 1 
Hancock County 62321, 62341, 62358 195 6 
Hardin County 0 0 0 
Henderson County 61469, 61480 16 2 
Henry County 






Iroquois County 60922, 60948, 60964, 60970 166 4 
Jackson County 62901, 62902, 62924, 62958, 62966 1273 30 
 
 70. See State of Illinois, supra note 5; See Cook County, supra note 5; See Matthews, supra note 5. 
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Jasper County 62448 15 1 
Jefferson County 62864, 62872, 62893, 62898 163 5 
Jersey County 62035, 62037, 62052 87 5 
Jo Daviess County 61041, 61085 104 5 
Johnson County 62995 41 2 
Kane County 60505, 60510, 60538 504 7 
Kankakee County 60901, 60914, 60922, 60950, 60961 3453 21 
Kendall County 0 0 0 
Knox County 61401, 61410, 61448 346 5 
Lake County 
60030, 60040, 60047, 60060, 60073, 






60518, 60548, 61341, 61342, 61348, 





Lawrence County 62417, 62439, 62466 43 4 
Lee County 61021, 61310 536 5 
Livingston County 60420, 60921, 61364, 61739, 61764 728 12 
Logan County 61723, 62656 417 9 
Macon County 61756, 62513, 62544, 62551 188 8 
Macoupin County 







62010, 62024, 62025, 62034, 62035, 
62040, 62048, 62058, 62095, 62234, 





Marion County 62801, 62854, 62870, 62881, 62882 496 17 
Marshall County 61537, 61540 162 3 
Mason County 62664 51 1 
Massac County 62960 74 3 
McDonough County 61422, 61455, 62326 599 13 
McHenry County 60014, 60033, 60050, 60152 293 4 
McLean County 
61704, 61726, 61744, 61745, 61752, 
61753 
573 15 
Menard County 62642, 62675, 62688 63 3 
Mercer County 61231, 61260 20 2 
Monroe County 62236, 62298 47 3 
Montgomery County 62560, 62049 54 2 
Morgan County 62695 33 1 
Moultrie County 61911, 61914, 61951 152 4 
Ogle County 






Peoria County 61517, 61523, 61559, 61604 1387 12 
Perry County 62274, 62832 90 5 
Piatt County 61813, 61856, 61913 106 4 
Pike County 62363 16 1 
Pope County 0 0 0 
Pulaski County 0 0 0 
Putnam County 61326, 61327 121 2 
Randolph County 






Richland County 62450 289 6 
Rock Island County 
61236, 61240, 61244, 61257, 61264, 





Saline County 62928, 62930, 62946 52 5 
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Sangamon County 
62515, 62520, 62558, 62561, 62615, 






Schuyler County 62681 31 2 
Scott County 0 0 0 
Shelby County 61957, 62550, 62565 197 5 
 
 
St. Clair County 
61841, 62201, 62203, 62206, 62207, 
62221, 62223, 62226, 62232, 62234, 
62239, 62240, 2243, 62254, 62257, 








Stark County 61483 26 1 
Stephenson County 61032, 61048, 61067 276 4 
Tazewell County 61550, 61610, 61611, 61755, 61759 1449 12 
Union County 62906, 62952 136 5 
Vermilion County 
60960, 61832, 61834, 61846, 61858, 
61883 
747 20 
Wabash County 62863 190 5 
Warren County 0 0 0 
Washington County 62263, 62271, 62848 155 3 
Wayne County 62837, 62842, 62895 152 6 
White County 62821 21 1 
Whiteside County 







60401, 60408, 60417, 60423, 60431, 





Williamson County 62901, 62915, 62918, 62959 203 6 
Winnebago County 






Woodford County 61530, 61548, 61611, 61738, 61742 602 12 
ALL 102 COUNTIES ALL ZIP CODES ALL 53291 SPACES ALL 853 PARKS 
 
Table 3. County-Level Data: Conventional Measures of Economic Dynamism71 
 
County Population Income Employment Rate 
Adams County 66,787 $48,454 100% - 5.5% = 94.5% 
Alexander County 6,776 $31,014 100% - 8.2% = 91.8% 
Bond County 17,034 $54,393 100% - 5.1% = 94.9% 
Boone County 53,638 $62,701 100% - 8.1% = 91.9% 
Brown County 6,791 $56,289 100% - 4.7% = 95.3% 
Bureau County 33,619 $54,271 100% - 5.7% = 94.3% 
Calhoun County 4,897 $53,641 100% - 3.7% = 96.3% 
Carroll County 14,704 $50,555 100% - 5.8% = 94.2% 
Cass County 12,880 $50,156 100% - 6.9% = 93.1% 
Champaign County 207,946 $49,586 100% - 5.2% = 94.8% 
Christian County 33,562 $50,668 100% - 4.6% = 95.4% 
Clark County 15,924 $52,068 100% - 6.5% = 93.5% 
Clay County 13,393 $47,427 100% - 5.0% = 95.0% 
Clinton County 37,640 $64,543 100% - 3.9% = 96.1% 
 
 71. See U.S. Census, supra note 6. 
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Coles County 52,540 $41,907 100% - 7.3% = 92.7% 
Cook County 5,238,541 $59,426 100% - 8.7% = 91.3% 
Crawford County 19,214 $47,468 100% - 6.2% = 93.8% 
Cumberland County 10,899 $50,680 100% - 5.0% = 95.0% 
De Witt County 16,176 $55,411 100% - 6.6% = 93.4% 
DeKalb County 104,473 $58,343 100% - 8.6% = 91.4% 
Douglas County 19,830 $52,261 100% - 5.4% = 94.6% 
DuPage County 931,826 $84,442 100% - 5.2% = 94.8% 
Edgar County 17,603 $47,873 100% - 7.4% = 92.6% 
Edwards County 6,570 $49,632 100% - 6.1% = 93.9% 
Effingham County 34,164 $54,655 100% - 4.4% = 95.6% 
Fayette County 21,980 $44,541 100% - 7.4% = 92.6% 
Ford County 13,470 $50,851 100% - 6.6% = 93.4% 
Franklin County 39,302 $39,454 100% - 8.9% = 91.1% 
Fulton County 35,733 $48,599 100% - 7.7% = 92.3% 
Gallatin County 5,226 $42,450 100% - 7.8% = 92.2% 
Greene County 13,311 $44,502 100% - 6.7% = 93.3% 
Grundy County 50,333 $71,598 100% - 5.8% = 94.2% 
Hamilton County 8,259 $47,293 100% - 4.0% = 96.0% 
Hancock County 18,264 $51,460 100% - 6.6% = 93.4% 
Hardin County 4,161 $39,524 100% - 22.2% = 77.8% 
Henderson County 6,927 $47,428 100% - 6.0% = 94.0% 
Henry County 49,649 $55,755 100% - 5.1% = 94.9% 
Iroquois County 28,457 $48,857 100% - 6.5% = 93.5% 
Jackson County 59,115 $36,008 100% - 8.4% = 91.6% 
Jasper County 9,608 $56,523 100% - 4.4% = 95.6% 
Jefferson County 38,358 $46,109 100% - 8.5% = 91.5% 
Jersey County 22,215 $56,320 100% - 6.3% = 93.7% 
Jo Daviess County 22,046 $55,532 100% - 4.3% = 95.7% 
Johnson County 12,899 $45,743 100% - 7.5% = 92.5% 
Kane County 529,402 $74,862 100% - 6.2% = 93.8% 
Kankakee County 110,801 $56,542 100% - 7.5% = 92.5% 
Kendall County 122,933 $89,860 100% - 5.0% = 95.0% 
Knox County 51,374 $41,972 100% - 6.3% = 93.7% 
Lake County 704,476 $82,613 100% - 6.3% = 93.7% 
LaSalle County 111,151 $54,693 100% - 8.3% = 91.7% 
Lawrence County 16,457 $44,504 100% - 5.4% = 94.6% 
Lee County 34,670 $58,319 100% - 5.9% = 94.1% 
Livingston County 36,812 $54,339 100% - 5.5% = 94.5% 
Logan County 29,488 $58,271 100% - 5.6% = 94.4% 
Macon County 107,587 $49,052 100% - 9.2% = 90.8% 
Macoupin County 45,960 $53,890 100% - 8.2% = 91.8% 
Madison County 266,153 $56,536 100% - 7.4% = 92.6% 
Marion County 38,305 $44,679 100% - 8.7% = 91.3% 
Marshall County 11,925 $55,173 100% - 6.2% = 93.8% 
Mason County 13,904 $44,695 100% - 8.0% = 92.0% 
Massac County 14,594 $42,168 100% - 7.9% = 92.1% 
McDonough County 31,597 $42,911 100% - 8.6% = 91.4% 
McHenry County 308,043 $82,230 100% - 5.4% = 94.6% 
McLean County 173,231 $64,573 100% - 3.9% = 96.1% 
Menard County 12,416 $62,368 100% - 4.6% = 95.4% 
Mercer County 15,794 $55,649 100% - 6.5% = 93.5% 
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Monroe County 33,739 $74,410 100% - 4.4% = 95.6% 
Montgomery County 29,173 $47,807 100% - 5.8% = 94.2% 
Morgan County 34,442 $49,353 100% - 6.1% = 93.9% 
Moultrie County 14,711 $53,979 100% - 3.0% = 97.0% 
Ogle County 51,619 $57,655 100% - 6.5% = 93.5% 
Peoria County 186,145 $53,063 100% - 8.3% = 91.7% 
Perry County 21,467 $45,864 100% - 6.7% = 93.3% 
Piatt County 16,433 $67,360 100% - 4.5% = 95.5% 
Pike County 15,930 $41,387 100% - 6.7% = 93.3% 
Pope County 4,360 $41,139 100% - 9.1% = 90.9% 
Pulaski County 5,691 $34,655 100% - 10.4% = 89.6% 
Putnam County 5,771 $64,741 100% - 5.2% = 94.8% 
Randolph County 32,829 $49,717 100% - 4.4% = 95.6% 
Richland County 15,953 $46,454 100% - 6.3% = 93.7% 
Rock Island County 146,205 $51,426 100% - 7.1% = 92.9% 
Saline County 24,430 $40,722 100% - 11.3% = 88.7% 
Sangamon County 198,134 $58,687 100% - 6.9% = 93.1% 
Schuyler County 7,181 $47,321 100% - 6.9% = 93.1% 
Scott County 5,109 $48,542 100% - 8.8% = 91.2% 
Shelby County 21,906 $49,807 100% - 4.4% = 95.6% 
St. Clair County 264,433 $51,103 100% - 7.8% = 92.2% 
Stark County 5,551 $52,284 100% - 4.8% = 95.2% 
Stephenson County 45,839 $46,427 100% - 8.0% = 92.0% 
Tazewell County 134,695 $60,874 100% - 5.1% = 94.9% 
Union County 17,267 $46,716 100% - 5.3% = 94.7% 
Vermilion County 79,207 $44,930 100% - 8.3% = 91.7% 
Wabash County 11,568 $49,716 100% - 7.6% = 92.4% 
Warren County 17,429 $47,278 100% - 6.6% = 93.4% 
Washington County 14,260 $54,520 100% - 4.4% = 95.6% 
Wayne County 16,569 $46,405 100% - 4.8% = 95.2% 
White County 14,186 $46,279 100% - 8.2% = 91.8% 
Whiteside County 56,823 $51,969 100% - 6.0% = 94.0% 
Will County 687,727 $80,782 100% - 6.0% = 94.0% 
Williamson County 67,477 $48,600 100% - 6.9% = 93.1% 
Winnebago County 287,512 $51,110 100% - 10.0% = 90.0% 
Woodford County 38,942 $69,507 100% - 4.7% = 95.3% 
All 102 Illinois Counties 12,854,526 $61,229 100% - 7.4% = 92.6% 
 
Table 4. Correlation Coefficients: Per-Capita Income, Mobile Home Spaces 
 
Illinois County 
Rank, Per-Capita Income 
In County 72 
Rank, Number of Mobile 
Homes In County73 
Adams County 64 24 
Alexander County 94 69 
Bond County 35 38 
Boone County 13 15 
Brown County 26 94 
Bureau County 37 37 
 
 72.  (the author computed this ranking in Microsoft Excel, using =RANK(A1, A1:A94)). 
 73.  (the author computed this ranking in Microsoft Excel, using =RANK(B1, B1:B94)). 
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Carroll County 52 62 
Cass County 53 53 
Champaign County 58 4 
Christian County 51 33 
Clark County 43 72 
Clay County 69 84 
Clinton County 12 32 
Coles County 89 16 
Cook County 16 1 
Crawford County 67 61 
Cumberland County 50 50 
De Witt County 30 31 
DeKalb County 18 53 
Douglas County 42 52 
DuPage County 1 43 
Edgar County 65 66 
Edwards County 57 75 
Effingham County 33 34 
Fayette County 83 57 
Ford County 49 65 
Franklin County 92 83 
Fulton County 63 39 
Greene County 85 80 
Grundy County 7 17 
Hamilton County 71 93 
Hancock County 45 47 
Henderson County 68 90 
Henry County 27 18 
Iroquois County 61 51 
Jackson County 93 13 
Jasper County 24 92 
Jefferson County 77 53 
Jersey County 25 71 
Jo Daviess County 29 68 
Johnson County 79 82 
Kane County 5 29 
Kankakee County 22 3 
Knox County 88 36 
Lake County 2 2 
LaSalle County 32 14 
Lawrence County 84 81 
Lee County 19 28 
Livingston County 36 20 
Logan County 20 35 
Macon County 60 49 
Macoupin County 39 40 
Madison County 23 6 
Marion County 82 30 
Marshall County 31 56 
Mason County 81 78 
Massac County 87 73 
McDonough County 86 25 
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McHenry County 3 40 
McLean County 11 26 
Menard County 14 74 
Mercer County 28 89 
Monroe County 6 79 
Montgomery County 66 76 
Morgan County 59 85 
Moultrie County 38 59 
Ogle County 21 21 
Peoria County 40 11 
Perry County 78 69 
Piatt County 9 67 
Pike County 90 90 
Putnam County 10 64 
Randolph County 55 22 
Richland County 73 42 
Rock Island County 46 8 
Saline County 91 77 
Sangamon County 17 12 
Schuyler County 70 86 
Shelby County 54 46 
St. Clair County 48 5 
Stark County 41 87 
Stephenson County 74 44 
Tazewell County 15 10 
Union County 72 63 
Vermilion County 80 19 
Wabash County 56 48 
Washington County 34 58 
Wayne County 75 59 
White County 76 88 
Whiteside County 44 27 
Will County 4 9 
Williamson County 62 45 
Winnebago County 47 7 
Woodford County 8 23 
CORREL. COEFF. 2 ORDINAL #s (.35)74 
 




Rank, Per-Capita Income 
In County 75 
Rank, Number of Mobile Home 
Parks In County76 
Adams County 64 18 
Alexander County 94 76 
Bond County 35 48 
 
 74.  (the author computed this correlation coefficient in Microsoft Excel, using =CORREL(A1:A94, 
B1:B94)). 
 75.  (the author computed this ranking in Microsoft Excel, using =RANK(A1, A1:A94)). 
 76.  (the author computed this ranking in Microsoft Excel, using =RANK(B1, B1:B94)). 
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Boone County 13 42 
Brown County 26 87 
Bureau County 37 37 
Carroll County 52 69 
Cass County 53 23 
Champaign County 58 3 
Christian County 51 23 
Clark County 43 59 
Clay County 69 76 
Clinton County 12 18 
Coles County 89 8 
Cook County 16 18 
Crawford County 67 59 
Cumberland County 50 42 
De Witt County 30 35 
DeKalb County 18 37 
Douglas County 42 37 
DuPage County 1 69 
Edgar County 65 59 
Edwards County 57 76 
Effingham County 33 23 
Fayette County 83 33 
Ford County 49 59 
Franklin County 92 76 
Fulton County 63 31 
Greene County 85 76 
Grundy County 7 37 
Hamilton County 71 87 
Hancock County 45 42 
Henderson County 68 76 
Henry County 27 16 
Iroquois County 61 59 
Jackson County 93 4 
Jasper County 24 87 
Jefferson County 77 48 
Jersey County 25 48 
Jo Daviess County 29 48 
Johnson County 79 76 
Kane County 5 37 
Kankakee County 22 8 
Knox County 88 48 
Lake County 2 13 
LaSalle County 32 5 
Lawrence County 84 59 
Lee County 19 48 
Livingston County 36 23 
Logan County 20 33 
Macon County 60 35 
Macoupin County 39 18 
Madison County 23 2 
Marion County 82 12 
Marshall County 31 69 
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Mason County 81 87 
Massac County 87 69 
McDonough County 86 18 
McHenry County 3 59 
McLean County 11 16 
Menard County 14 69 
Mercer County 28 76 
Monroe County 6 69 
Montgomery County 66 76 
Morgan County 59 87 
Moultrie County 38 59 
Ogle County 21 31 
Peoria County 40 23 
Perry County 78 48 
Piatt County 9 59 
Pike County 90 87 
Putnam County 10 76 
Randolph County 55 7 
Richland County 73 42 
Rock Island County 46 13 
Saline County 91 48 
Sangamon County 17 6 
Schuyler County 70 76 
Shelby County 54 48 
St. Clair County 48 1 
Stark County 41 87 
Stephenson County 74 59 
Tazewell County 15 23 
Union County 72 48 
Vermilion County 80 10 
Wabash County 56 48 
Washington County 34 69 
Wayne County 75 42 
White County 76 87 
Whiteside County 44 23 
Will County 4 13 
Williamson County 62 42 
Winnebago County 47 10 
Woodford County 8 23 




 77.  (the author computed this correlation coefficient in Microsoft Excel, using =CORREL(A1:A94, 
C1:C94)). 
